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Summary 

Common wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is one of the most important staple crops in the 

world. However, in temperate climates wheat grain yield and quality can be extremely 

decreased by fungal plant pathogens, such as Blumeria graminis, Zymoseptoria tritici, 

and Pyrenophora tritici-repentis. These pathogens are causal agents of powdery mildew 

(PM), septoria tritici blotch (STB), and tan spot (TS), respectively, and represent major 

fungal threats to wheat production in Europe. Factors like the ongoing wheat-pathogen 

coevolution and fungicide resistances that emerged in the pathogens have complicated 

the control of these diseases. Hence, elucidating the potential of breeding for resistance 

to multiple pathogens would be a significant contribution to accelerate wheat breeding 

and secure wheat grain yield and quality.  

A highly diverse eight-founder multiparent advanced generation intercross (MAGIC) 

population with a modified mating design was developed. A subset of 394 F6:8 

recombinant inbred lines were genotyped with a single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) 

array composed of 17,267 SNPs and with a functional PCR marker for PM resistance 

gene Pm3a. Population structure, linkage disequilibrium, the total and unique number of 

recombination events, and the parental genomic proportion were analyzed and a dense 

genetic map including 5436 markers was constructed. It could be shown that the used 

crossing design is equivalent to a labor-intensive mating design of an eight-founder 

MAGIC population regarding the analyzed population properties, the established linkage 

map, and high precision quantitative trait loci (QTL) mapping. The constructed MAGIC 

population captured over 70% of the allelic diversity present in the German wheat 

breeding gene pool and serves as an excellent source for analyzing multiple traits in the 

same genetic background.  

Resistance to PM was evaluated under natural infection, whereas STB resistance was 

studied under artificial inoculation at two locations in Germany in the season 2016 and 

2017, respectively. Disease severity of TS was assessed under natural infection in 

Germany in 2016 and under artificial inoculation in Germany and Denmark in 2017. 

Additionally, the agro-morphological traits plant height (PH), ear emergence time, and 

leaf angle distribution (LAD) were assessed at most locations. To identify genomic 

regions involved in resistance to the three diseases, quantitative trait locus analysis was 

conducted using four different genetic mapping methods. Interval mapping was carried 

out with and without cofactors (CIM and SIM). Single marker regression was performed 

using bi-allelic SNP calls and multi-point founder probabilities as predictors. In SIM, six, 
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seven, and nine QTL were identified for resistance to PM, STB, and TS, respectively. 

Fifteen QTL were detected for the agro-morphological traits using SIM. Most QTL were 

also detected with the other approaches. The QTL support interval overlapped two times 

for STB – TS and STB – LAD, respectively, and once for PH and LAD. A genetic region on 

chromosome 1AS simultaneously conferred resistance to all three diseases and the 

genetic region on 7AL showed contrary allelic effects for resistance to PM/STB and TS. 

However, most detected QTL were trait-specific implying that simultaneous breeding for 

resistance to PM, STB, and TS appears feasible. Marker identified as candidates for 

marker-assisted resistance breeding were suggested for validation. Multiple candidate 

genes described to be involved in plant immunity were identified for resistance QTL. The 

gene products belonged to various protein classes pointing to the involvement of 

different resistance mechanisms in durable resistance.  
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Zusammenfassung 

Weichweizen (Triticum aestivum L.) ist eines der bedeutendsten Grundnahrungsmittel der 

Welt. In gemäßigten Klimazonen kann der Kornertrag und die Qualität des Weizens 

jedoch stark durch pilzliche Pathogene beeinträchtigt werden. Bedeutende Krankheiten 

in europäischen Weizenanbaugebieten sind zum Beispiel Mehltau, Septoria (STB)-

Blattdürre und Drechslera tritici-repentis (DTR)-Blattdürre. Sie werden durch die 

Pathogene Blumeria graminis, Zymoseptoria tritici und Pyrenophora tritici-repentis 

hervorgerufen. Die Krankheitsbekämpfung wird erschwert durch Faktoren wie die 

anhaltende Weizen-Pathogen Koevolution und die entstandenen Fungizidresistenzen. Die 

Möglichkeit zeitgleich auf Resistenz gegenüber mehreren Erregern zu züchten, würde 

eine deutliche Beschleunigung der Weizenzüchtung mit sich bringen und langfristig 

Weizenerträge bei hoher Qualität sicherstellen.  

Es wurde eine hoch diverse multiparentale („Mulitparental Advanced Generation 

Intercross“; MAGIC) Population basierend auf acht Eltern und einem modifizierten 

Kreuzungsschema erstellt. Insgesamt wurden 394 F6:8 rekombinante Inzuchtlinien mit 

einem “Single Nucleotide Polymorphism“ (SNP) Markerarray, der 17.267 SNPs umfasst, 

und mit einem funktionalen PCR Marker für das Mehltauresistenzgen Pm3a genotypisiert. 

Die Populationsstruktur, das Kopplungsphasenungleichgewicht, die spezifische Anzahl 

und Gesamtanzahl der Rekombinationsereignisse und der Anteil im Genom, der von 

jedem der acht Eltern vererbt wurde, wurden untersucht. Zudem wurde eine genetische 

Kopplungskarte mit 5436 Markern erstellt. Die Ergebnisse weisen darauf hin, dass das 

verwendete Kreuzungsschema gegenüber einem arbeitsintensiven MAGIC 

Kreuzungsablauf als äquivalent zu betrachten ist. Dies gilt sowohl für die 

populationsspezifischen Eigenschaften, die genetische Kopplungskarte als auch für die 

Genauigkeit in der „quantitative trait loci“ (QTL)-Kartierung. Die erstellte MAGIC 

Population beinhaltete über 70% der im Deutschen Weizen-Genpool vorhandenen allelen 

Diversität und stellt damit eine sehr gute Ressource da, um viele Merkmale im gleichen 

genetischen Hintergrund zu untersuchen.  

Die Resistenz gegenüber Mehltau wurde unter natürlicher Infektion, gegenüber der STB-

Blattdürre mit Hilfe einer Inokulation an je zwei Standorten in Deutschland in den Jahren 

2016 und 2017 erfasst. Die Befallsstärke der DTR-Blattdürre wurde in Deutschland 2016 

unter natürlichem Infektionsdruck und 2017 an zwei Standorten (Deutschland und 

Dänemark) nach künstlicher Infektion erhoben. Zusätzlich wurden die agronomischen 

Merkmale Pflanzenhöhe (PH), Zeitpunkt des Ährenschiebens und Blattstellung (LAD) 
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bonitiert. Es wurden vier verschiedene Kartierungsmethoden angewendet, um eine 

Assoziation zwischen genomischen Regionen und den Phänotypen zu detektieren. Die 

Intervall-Kartierung wurde ohne und unter Berücksichtigung von Kofaktoren (SIM und 

CIM) durchgeführt. Die Einzelmarker-Regression wurde unter Verwendung des binären 

Markergenotyps beziehungsweise den Wahrscheinlichkeiten, dass das Allel von einem 

der acht Eltern vererbt wurde, durchgeführt. Mit der SIM Methode wurden sechs, sieben 

und neun QTL jeweils für die Resistenzen gegenüber Mehltau, STB-Blattdürre und DTR-

Blattdürre detektiert und fünfzehn QTL für die agronomischen Merkmale. Die meisten 

QTL wurden auch mit den anderen Kartierungsmethoden identifiziert. Das QTL-

Vertrauensintervall überlappte je zweimal für STB-Blattdürre – DTR-Blattdürre und STB-

Blattdürre – LAD und einmal für PH und LAD. Die genetische Region auf Chromosom 

1AS vermittelte Resistenz gegenüber allen drei untersuchten Krankheiten, wohingegen in 

der Region auf Chromosom 7AL die allelen Effekte für Mehltau/STB-Blattdürre und DTR-

Blattdürre umgekehrte Vorzeichen aufwiesen. Die meisten QTL waren 

merkmalsspezifisch, was die Möglichkeit einer zeitgleichen Resistenzzüchtung gegen die 

drei Krankheiten impliziert. Mehrere Marker, die für die markergestützte 

Resistenzzüchtung von Bedeutung sein könnten, wurden zur Validierung vorgeschlagen. 

Zudem wurden in den detektierten Regionen Kandidatengene gefunden, deren Rolle in 

der Pflanzenabwehr bekannt ist. Die Genprodukte gehörten verschiedenen 

Proteinklassen an, was die Vermutung nahelegt, dass verschiedene 

Resistenzmechanismen an der Ausprägung dauerhafter Resistenzen beteiligt sind. 
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Abstract 

 

Background 

Genetic marker information and high-throughput genotyping methods are no longer 

limiting factors for genetic studies in plant breeding. The focus is now on developing next 

generation mapping resources, such as NAM and MAGIC populations, and to exploit 

their potential. Recently, huge efforts were made to develop MAGIC populations for 

several plant species. So far, no information has been available about the impact of a 

greatly reduced MAGIC mating design on population properties and QTL analyses. 

Results 

We developed an eight-founder MAGIC population in winter wheat with a modified 

mating design. The population comprising 394 F6:8 lines was genotyped with the 15K + 

5K Infinium® iSelect® array containing 17,267 SNP markers. The lines showed no 

significant signatures of population structure and increased relationship between 

individuals. The founder contributions of the eight parents were nearly equally distributed 

over the genome with average genome-wide values of 7.0 to 9.6%. The constructed 

genetic linkage map included 5435 polymorphic high-quality SNPs distributed over 2804 

loci with a total map length of 5230 cM. Congruency to other linkage maps and to 

physical marker positions of the IWGSC RefSeq v1.0 showed appropriate marker 

ordering of the genetic map. On average, 73 recombination events per line were 

detected. This was twice as many as reported for a four-founder MAGIC and similar to 

observed values of an eight-founder MAGIC population with a full mating design. Our 

MAGIC population captured 71.7% of the allelic diversity present in the German breeding 

gene pool as suggested by simulation studies using a complete eight-founder MAGIC 

mating design and randomly selected founders. As a proof of principle, we mapped five 

quantitative trait loci explaining more than 70% of the total phenotypic variance for the 

trait seedling resistance to powdery mildew. 
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Conclusion 

In this study, the impact of a labor- and cost-efficient MAGIC mating design on various 

population properties, on the construction of a linkage map, and on trait mapping was 

analyzed. It appears that such a design is equivalent to a labor-intensive MAGIC mating 

design with simultaneous reduction of costs and efforts during development. 

Candidate’s contribution 

Analysis of genotypic data, construction and validation of the genetic linkage map, 

design and execution of the seedling resistance trial, phenotypic data analysis, QTL 

mapping, creation of all figures and tables, discussion of the results, writing the first draft 

of the manuscript, revision of the paper.  
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Abstract 

 

Background 

Common wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is one of the most important food crops in the 

world. However, wheat grain yield and quality can be extremely decreased by fungal 

plant pathogens. In Europe, the three pathogens Blumeria graminis, Zymoseptoria tritici, 

and Pyrenophora tritici-repentis are major fungal threats to wheat cultivation. Therefore, 

new resistance loci and simultaneous genetic analysis of resistance to these pathogens 

is of great interest for resistance breeding. 

Results 

We assessed resistance to powdery mildew (PM), septoria tritici blotch (STB), and tan 

spot (TS) in field trials at six locations over two years. Additionally to the disease traits, 

the agro-morphological traits plant height, ear emergence time, and leaf angle 
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distribution were assessed. Different mapping methods were applied to detect 

quantitative trait loci (QTL) associated with the traits of interest. Six, seven, and nine QTL 

for resistance to PM, STB, and TS, respectively, were identified. Additionally, 15 QTL 

were mapped for the agro-morphological traits. Environmentally stable and strong QTL 

were mapped with all methods in most cases. A QTL for PM and STB each was assigned 

to a gene based on functional markers. For three PM QTL and one TS QTL, candidate 

genes were suggested based on published genetic studies. Resistance to STB and TS 

was conferred by the same genetic region in two cases. Two genetic regions associated 

with all three analyzed diseases were detected on chromosomes 1AS and 7AL.  

Conclusion 

The value of MAGIC populations for investigating genetic relations between various traits 

within the same genetic background was shown. Promising resistance loci for all three 

diseases were identified with the potential to establish diagnostic markers. Parallel 

marker-assisted breeding for resistance to PM, STB, and TS appears feasible, although 

knowledge of specific genetic regions with contrary allelic effects for the different 

diseases such as on chromosome 7AL should be considered.  

Candidate’s contribution 

Conceiving and executing the field trials, phenotypic data analysis, QTL mapping, 

creating all figures and tables, discussion of the results, writing the first draft of the 

manuscript, revision of the paper. 
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1   INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Background 

Wheat (Triticum spp.) was one of the first cereal crops cultivated about 10,000 years ago 

in the Neolithic period (Lev-Yadun et al., 2000). Multiple disciplines, including 

archaeobotany, phytogeography, genetics, and genomics, acted jointly to determine the 

most probable area where cultivation and, later on, domestication of small cereal crops 

started. They concluded that the cradle for today’s agriculture is in the Fertile Crescent 

(Fig. 1), a region that includes today’s Lebanon and parts of Turkey, Iran, Iraq, Syria, 

Jordan, and Israel (Gopher et al., 2001; Lev-Yadun et al., 2000). Farmers soon started to 

make an investment in farming activities leading to a long-term transition of wild to 

domesticated plant forms.  

 

 

Figure 1 Origin and spread of Triticum spp.. 

The origin of wheat is in the Fertile Crescent (grey shaded area, according to Salamini et al., 

2002). The suggested provenance of T. monococcum, T. dicoccum, T. durum, and T. aestivum is 

encircled with orange, green, brown, and purple, respectively (according to Dubcovsky and 

Dvořák, 2007). The probable distribution of wheat over the Mediterranean route is indicated with a 

blue line (according to Badaeva et al., 2015). The geographic map is based on scribble maps 

(Anonymous, 2019a). 
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The wild diploid wheat T. monococcum spp. aegilopoides (genome AmAm), also called 

einkorn, was the first cultivated wheat species (Fig. 1). However, its intensive cultivation 

lasted only a few thousand years until it became less important (Salamini et al., 2002). 

Recently, the einkorn wheat T. monococcum spp. monoccocum experienced a 

renaissance due to its high content of health-promoting ingredients like minerals, 

carotenoids, and other secondary metabolites (Miedaner and Longin, 2012). The 

tetraploid wild wheat T. turgidium spp. dicoccoides (genome AABB) was also 

domesticated in the early Neolithic times (Harlan and Zohary, 1966). It is assumed that 

the tetraploid status was based on an allopolyploidization event between T. urartu 

(genome AA) and a close relative of Ae. speltoides (genome BB) (Blake et al., 1999; 

Dvořák et al., 1998). The domesticated emmer wheat T. turgidium spp. dicoccum 

(genome AABB) (Fig. 1) evolved to one of the most important crops in the beginning of 

the Neolithic period, and was still grown in ancient Egypt (Salamini et al., 2002). It is 

characterized by hulled seeds and a non-brittle rachis, which might have been important 

factors for its early success. Genetic studies indicated that the major genes brittle rachis 

1-3 located on the chromosomes of homoeologous group 3 mainly control the 

constitution of the spike rachis (Nalam et al., 2006). A reduced spikelet shattering may be 

seen as the most important indicator of wheat domestication as it extended the possible 

harvest time point and strongly reduced yield loss. The formation of the hexaploid wheat 

(genome AABBDD) is based on a hybridization event between a subspecies of T. 

turgidium and the wild grass Ae. tauschii spp. strangulata presumably in the southern 

Caspian basin (Dvořák et al., 1993, 1998). It is assumed that the first hexaploid wheat 

already showed a non-brittle rachis but hulled seeds. A further important breakthrough in 

the domestication of the Triticum spp. was the development of the free-threshing 

tetraploid wheat species T. turgidium spp. durum and the hexaploid species T. aestivum 

spp. aestivum (Fig.1). Nowadays, it is supposed that the free-threshing hexaploid wheat 

emerged by a further hybridization event between T. aestivum ssp. compactum and the 

domesticated emmer wheat T. turgidum ssp. dicoccum (Yan et al., 2003). Genetic 

studies showed that the trait free-threshing is caused by several loci located inter alia on 

the long arm of chromosome 5A and on the short arm of chromosomes 2A and 2D 

(Simons et al., 2006; Sood et al., 2009). Once the naked wheat species had emerged, the 

foundation was laid for the expansion of the tetra- and hexaploid wheats over the 

Mediterranean route to southwest Europe (Fig. 1) and the northern foothills of the Alps 

about 4,000 B.C. (Maier, 1996). Since that time, a continuous evolution of wheat under 

domestication has taken place, affecting a broad range of morphological, physiological, 
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and qualitative traits. This process has been dramatically accelerated by modern plant 

breeding since the 1940s, for example, by the establishment of the International Maize 

and Wheat Improvement Centre (CIMMYT). 

Today, common wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is one of the most important staple crops in 

the world with a harvest area of over 218 million hectares and a production of over 770 

million tons worldwide (FAOSTAT, 2017). In the European Union (EU) more than 142 

million tons of wheat are produced (Eurostat, 2018) on a cultivated area of over 26 million 

hectares (Eurostat, 2017). Thus, wheat accounts for almost half of all cereals produced 

within the EU. 

One major threat to wheat cultivation in Europe is the attack by fungal plant pathogens. It 

is assumed that pathogens first evolved in the same area as their respective host species 

and spread along the routes of host domestication (McIntosh, 2009). Whether the spread 

of pathogens depended on wind dispersal or directly on seed, straw, and hay transport 

remains unclear. A prerequisite for the successful coevolution of pathogens in response 

to changes in the host is a large genetic diversity and a high evolutionary potential in the 

pathogen population (McDonald and Linde, 2002). It was shown that major fungal wheat 

pathogens, such as Blumeria graminis, Zymoseptoria tritici, and Puccinia striiformis, are 

highly polymorphic fungi harboring a diverse pool of haplotypes with significant genetic 

variation for virulence and the possibility of chromosomal rearrangements (Plissonneau et 

al., 2018; Schwessinger et al., 2018; Wicker et al., 2013). Population geneticists consider 

mutation, gene flow, genetic drift, reproduction system, and selection as the five core 

evolutionary forces to rapidly evolve virulence on resistant hosts (McIntosh, 2009). 

Furthermore, temporal, spatial, and environmental aspects of the host-pathogen life 

history (Burdon and Thrall, 2008; Chen et al., 2017) as well as agricultural practices, such 

as large field sites, monoculture, and reduced genetic diversity of cultivated varieties 

(Burdon and Thrall, 2008), can have a significant impact on pathogen outbreaks as the 

selection of virulent pathotypes is strengthened. Changes in pathogen populations can 

reach dramatic extents whenever widespread varieties carry single major resistance 

genes. Such breakdowns of major resistance genes with large effects have been 

reported in wheat mainly for rusts and powdery mildew (Bennett, 1984; Hovmøller et al., 

2010; Miedaner and Flath, 2007; Olivera Firpo et al., 2017; Singh et al., 2008). To achieve 

a more durable resistance, multiple quantitative resistance genes with ideally 

complementary modes of action have to be pyramidized in a single plant genotype 

additionally to qualitative resistances (Pilet-Nayel et al., 2017).  
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For wheat cultivation in Europe the three diseases powdery mildew (PM), septoria tritici 

blotch (STB), and tan spot (TS) caused by B. graminis, Z. tritici, and Pyrenophora tritici-

repentis, respectively, are major fungal threats (Lucas et al., 2015). The ascomycete B. 

graminis of the order Erysiphales is an obligate biotrophic fungus that infects wheat at 

almost every growth stage (Bürstmayr et al., 2016). It can colonize the complete 

aboveground part of the plant. Early in the year, the cleistothecium releases the sexually 

produced haploid ascospores (Götz and Boyle, 1998), which are dispersed by wind and 

rain splash. Cool and moist conditions favor the germination of the spores and the 

infection of susceptible wheat cultivars. After the fungus has developed haustoria, which 

are established to feed the fungus and to control the host’s metabolism and immunity 

(Hückelhoven and Panstruga, 2011; Panstruga and Dodds, 2009), the fungus builds 

conidiophores. These structures release conidia for a second cycle of infection within a 

week. The fast and massive reproduction through asexual cycles is a major strategy of B. 

graminis (Dean et al., 2012). At the end of the cropping season, the fungus carries over 

on infected crop debris, volunteers, and autumn sown wheat plants in cleistothecia and 

as mycelia clusters. Currently, more than 100 PM resistance alleles are described in the 

literature, distributed over nearly the whole wheat genome (Bürstmayr et al., 2016; Li et 

al., 2018). In addition, quantitative trait loci (QTL) associated with resistance to PM were 

described (Li et al., 2014b). However, many PM resistance genes are race-specific and 

already ineffective due to successful adaptation of the fungus.  

Z. tritici (anamorph Septoria tritici) is a necrotrophic ascomycete belonging to the 

Dothideales and causes STB, which is one of the most damaging fungal diseases of 

wheat in regions with humid climates (Fones and Gurr, 2015). Z. tritici is a necrotrophic 

fungus. Its wind-dispersed sexual propagules, the ascospores, penetrate the plant 

through open stomata during early developmental stages without the establishment of 

appressoria (Dean et al., 2012). In a second stage of the fungal life cycle, infection mainly 

occurs by splash-dispersed asexual pycnidiospores from basal leaf layers (Suffert et al., 

2011). The lengthy latent period with symptomless intercellular colonization of the plant 

tissue, which typically lasts 3-4 weeks, is a major challenge to react sufficiently early to 

STB disease (Orton et al., 2011). The fungus can overwinter as mycelium, pycnidia, and 

pseudothecia on the same reservoirs as B. graminis. Genetic analyses investigating STB 

resistance have previously identified 21 major genes and a large number of QTL (Brown 

et al., 2015). However, there is still a lack of widely commercially relevant wheat 

germplasm with adequate resistance to Z. tritici infection (O’Driscoll et al., 2014).  
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TS is another economically significant residue-born wheat disease, caused by the 

necrotrophic ascomycete P. tritici-repentis of the order Pleosporales. Primary infection 

takes place in autumn and spring through ascospores, which are formed during the 

sexual stage and overwinter as pseudothecia mainly on crop debris but also on volunteer 

plants. In a second infection stage, heavy rain splash moves the asexual conidia from 

lower to upper leaf layers (Schilder and Bergstrom, 1992), resulting in first symptoms 

within a week after infection. Main symptoms are yellow to brown leaf spots surrounded 

by chlorotic and necrotic areas (Lamari and Bernier, 1989). The symptoms are mainly 

associated with the three fungal protein effectors ToxA, ToxB, and ToxC (Strelkov and 

Lamari, 2003), with further effectors assumed to be involved (Faris et al., 2013). P. tritici-

repentis isolates are classified into eight different races based on their ability to produce 

the three virulence factors (Strelkov and Lamari, 2003). Besides seven qualitative race-

specific resistance loci (Faris et al., 2013) also race-nonspecific QTL have been detected 

for TS resistance (Juliana et al., 2018; Kollers et al., 2014).  

The attack of wheat through each of these pathogens can lead to loss of grain quality 

and to dramatically yield loss. Therefore, in some European countries over 95% of winter 

wheat acreage is treated with fungicides (Jørgensen et al., 2008). A study, conducted 

over a period of 10 years in three European countries, reported a reduction in yield and 

quality of winter wheat of up to 9% if only one fungicide class, the azoles, were omitted 

and up to 26% if no fungicides were applied (Blake et al., 2011). However, fungicide 

applications are under continuous pressure from several sides: first, because of acquired 

fungicide resistances and second, due to the increased demand for more sustainable 

agriculture. Since the 1970s, fungicide resistances have been reported for various 

fungicide classes such as the benzimidazoles (Griffin and Fisher, 1985; Sanders et al., 

1986), the demethylation inhibitors (Leroux and Walker, 2011; Stammler and Semar, 

2011), the quinone outside inhibitors (also called strobilurins) (Cheval et al., 2017; 

Drabešová et al., 2013; Jørgensen et al., 2018), and the azoles (Cools and Fraaije, 2008, 

2013; Jørgensen et al., 2018; Mullins et al., 2011) – all of these fungicide classes are 

applied in wheat cultivation. However, even more alarming is the dramatically reduced 

time from seven to two years, during which pathogens evolved resistance (Lucas et al., 

2015). It was suggested that this development was linked to classes of selective 

fungicides showing a specific mode of action at a single-site target in the pathogen 

combined with applications at lower concentrations (Lucas et al., 2015). In contrast, most 

former fungicides represented multi-site target chemicals, which interfered with a range 

of different cellular processes making it less likely that the fungus adapts to the fungicide 
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(Klittich, 2008). However, former fungicides were applied at high doses and often showed 

strong adverse effects on cultivated plants and the users (Morton and Staub, 2008). To 

counteract this issue, often mixtures of multiple site-specific active compounds are used. 

The development and release of fungicides with novel active substances will probably 

remain on a low level in the EU: first, because of high costs of usually more than 200 

million Euros for development and license (Anonymous, 2019b) and second, due to the 

stricter legal regulations in the framework of Regulation (EC) No 1107/2009 (Anonymous, 

2019b). Furthermore, fungicide applications often do not fit well to the concept of 

sustainability. The United Nations released the UN 2030 Agenda for Sustainable 

Development in September 2015. This is the first global resolution considering 

sustainability as a holistic approach including society, economy, and environment. The 

agenda defines 17 objectives, called the Sustainable Developmental Goals, which should 

be reached by 2030 (United Nations, 2015). The second objective of this agenda aims at 

ending hunger, achieving food security, improving nutrition, and promoting sustainable 

agriculture (United Nations, 2015). A long-term sustainable agriculture requires changes 

in various aspects of the agricultural sector. This includes inter alia technical progress in 

agriculture, a deeper understanding of composition and interactions in the soil and of 

humus formation, altered strategies for field management practices, as well as a shift in 

the focus of breeding. 

Facing these challenges, breeding wheat varieties resistant to multiple fungal pathogens 

is important. For establishing durable resistance, new wheat cultivars must comprise not 

only qualitative resistance genes, which act in a race-specific manner, but also polygenic 

race-nonspecific resistances. To supply wheat breeders with knowledge about such loci, 

the scientific community should intensify its efforts to find novel quantitative resistance 

and multi-resistance loci by establishing new resources and utilizing cutting edge 

technologies and knowledge.  

 

1.2 Outline 

In plant breeding, the quality and power of genetic studies mainly depends on the 

genetic material employed and the quality of the genotypic and phenotypic data. In the 

last years, huge efforts were made to develop low-cost marker technologies that are able 

to cover the entire genome with high density. Examples are genotyping by sequencing 

(He et al., 2014) and high density genotyping arrays, like the Wheat660K SNP array 

introduced by Cui et al. (2017). Additionally, advances in whole genome sequencing led 
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to high-quality annotated reference genome, like the recently published genome of 

Chinese Spring (International Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2018). This opens 

new possibilities such as the comparison of different genetic studies based on different 

marker systems and better understanding of genes on a functional genetic basis. Both 

will accelerate the understanding of wheat genetics and genomics. Therefore, genetic 

studies are no longer limited by available genotyping techniques, markers, and sequence 

data.  

To take full advantage of these capacities in high-resolution QTL mapping, an expanded 

genetic diversity in mapping populations is required. The most widely used population 

type for complex trait mapping is the classical bi-parental population. The substructure is 

well-known, and the effect of rare alleles can be properly estimated with high statistical 

power. However, biparental crosses exhibit a narrow genetic base and therefore, cannot 

fully break down the complex genetic structure underlying phenotypic variation. In 

addition, only few traits can be investigated simultaneously. The limited number of 

recombination events, which occur during population construction (Flint-Garcia et al., 

2003), leads to large linkage blocks with poor mapping precision in linkage analysis 

(Holland, 2007; Xu et al., 2017; Zhu et al., 2008). In contrast, association mapping (AM) 

panels encompass a great allelic diversity and make use of the large number of historical 

recombination events by random sampling of diverse lines. Marker-trait association 

analysis based on historically evolved linkage disequilibrium can be much more powerful 

in terms of genetic resolution and mapping accuracy (Ewens and Spielman, 2001) 

although a sufficiently large sample size is required (Flint-Garcia et al., 2003). Further 

constraints of AM panels are the reduced statistical power in detecting association for 

low-frequency allelic variants (Asimit and Zeggini, 2010; Gibson, 2012) and the risk of 

detecting false positives due to population structure (Vilhjálmsson and Nordborg, 2013; 

Zhao et al., 2007). As a next-generation mapping resource, multiparental populations, 

such as the Arabidopsis multi-parent recombinant inbred line (AMPRIL) population, the 

nested association mapping (NAM) panels, and the multiparent advanced generation 

intercross (MAGIC) populations have emerged. In crops, the latter population type was 

first discussed by Mackay and Powell (2007) and Cavanagh et al. (2008). To date, MAGIC 

populations have been developed in many plant species including Arabidopsis (Kover et 

al., 2009), wheat (Huang et al., 2012; Mackay et al., 2014; Sannemann et al., 2018; Shah 

et al., 2019; Stadlmeier et al., 2018), rice (Bandillo et al., 2013), tomato (Pascual et al., 

2015), faba bean (Khazaei et al., 2018; Sallam and Martsch, 2015), maize (Dell’Acqua et 

al., 2015), barley (Sannemann et al., 2015), and sorghum (Ongom and Ejeta, 2018). In 
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MAGIC designs, diverse genetic founders are intercrossed during several rounds in a 

defined funnel crossing scheme. This results in highly diverse genotypes with a unique 

mosaic of founder alleles and known pedigree (Cavanagh et al., 2008). MAGIC 

populations combine the advantage of known relatedness and structure with a high 

recombination rate and genetic diversity. Therefore, they constitute a powerful resource 

for high resolution and multiple trait mapping. However, realizing and establishing a full 

MAGIC cross design is an expensive, time-, and labor-consuming task. Therefore, it is of 

great interest whether expenditures can be reduced during MAGIC population creation 

while concurrently preserving the above stated benefits. In Stadlmeier et al. (2018) the 

effect of a modified labor- and cost-saving mating design on kinship, population 

structure, founder probabilities, and linkage disequilibrium, and on genetic linkage map 

construction was analyzed using an eight founder winter wheat MAGIC population 

comprising 394 recombinant inbred lines (RILs). Based on the results, recommendations 

were given for the establishment and crossing scheme of prospective MAGIC designs. 

An appropriate genetic linkage map is crucial for high confidence QTL mapping and for 

reliable statements on marker-phenotype associations. The genetic map presented in 

Stadlmeier et al. (2018) was validated via multiple comparisons with physical and genetic 

maps. As a proof of concept, QTL mapping was conducted for the trait seedling 

resistance to powdery mildew, which was assessed in a controlled environment. 

The reaction of different host genotypes to a specific pathotype or an isolate mixture of a 

pathogen can be assessed accurately in controlled environments. Thus, such an 

experimental design is well-suited to test and prove established resources and methods. 

However, the main limiting factor under controlled conditions is the area necessary to 

carry out experiments with large population sizes and replicated entries from seedling to 

the adult plant stage. Another concern is that controlled experimental setups do not 

reflect the complex situation present in the field and therefore, the results are sometimes 

not easily transferable to field conditions. Another advantage of field trials is the ability to 

assess the reaction to a naturally occurring mixture of various isolates of a pathogen at a 

specific location. This allows detecting resistance loci that have not been overcome yet 

and to map both, race-specific and race-nonspecific resistance loci, which are 

considered important to establish durable resistance in cultivars. Therefore, for the study 

of Stadlmeier et al. (2019) the above-introduced MAGIC population was grown in 

replicated field trials over several years to assess resistance to PM, STB, and TS, which 

represent important fungal diseases in European winter wheat cultivation (Lucas et al., 

2015). Different mapping approaches were applied to detect genomic regions conferring 
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resistance to the three diseases. The positions of the identified resistance loci were 

compared to QTL mapped for agro-morphological traits within the same population to 

distinguish between cellular, molecular, and morphological escape resistance 

mechanisms. Furthermore, the relation between the three fungal disease resistances 

were analyzed at the genetic level with high accuracy and possible strategies for 

resistance breeding in winter wheat were suggested.  

Here, the results presented in Stadlmeier et al. (2018) and Stadlmeier et al. (2019) are 

supplemented by additional findings important for the deeper understanding of MAGIC 

crossing designs and the molecular plant mechanisms involved in incompatible wheat-

pathogen interactions.   
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2   MATERIAL AND METHODS 

2.1 Development of the Bavarian MAGIC winter wheat population 

The BMWpop was constructed from eight European winter wheat lines at the Bavarian 

State Research Center for Agriculture in Freising, Germany (Fig. 2). The founders ‘Event’ 

(A), ‘Format’ (B), ‘BAYP4535’ (C), ‘Potenzial’ (D), ‘Ambition’ (E), ‘Bussard’ (F), ‘Firl3565’ 

(G), and ‘Julius’ (H) were selected based on phenotypic diversity for a broad range of 

agronomic traits, including yield potential, grain quality, and disease resistance, as well 

as affiliation to different breeding programs (Stadlmeier et al., 2018).  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 (A) ‘Event’, (B) ‘Format’, (C) ‘BAYP4535’, (D) ‘Potenzial’, (E) ‘Ambition’, (F) ‘Bussard’, (G) 

‘Firl3565’, and (H) ‘Julius’ (graphic based on Cavanagh et al. (2008) and adapted from Stadlmeier 

et al. (2018)). 

Figure 2 Crossing design of eight-founder Bavarian MAGIC winter wheat population. 
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For the construction of BMWpop, the number of unique cross combinations, which are 

possible in an eight-founder MAGIC design, was greatly reduced. Four two-way cross 

combinations (AB, CD, EF, and GH) were generated using one ear per founder. One 

randomly selected F1 grain of each two-way cross was grown. Egg cells and pollen, 

respectively, of the F1 plants were used for 16 independent crosses for each of the two 

four-way cross combinations ABCD and EFGH. Out of these 16 available grains per four-

way cross combination, eight seeds were randomly selected for further mating. Four 

seeds of the eight selected ABCD and EFGH crosses, respectively, were raised and used 

as female crossing partner, while plants from the remaining seeds acted as the male 

crossing partner in the eight-way cross combination to obtain four ABCDEFGH and four 

EFGHABCD eight-way crosses. Each of the four ABCDEFGH plants acted as female and 

was crossed with each of the four reciprocal EFGHABCD plants to obtain 16 

independent eight-way intercrosses (ABCDEFGH/EFGHABCD; Table 1).  

 

Table 1 Eight-way intercross in Bavarian MAGIC winter wheat population 

 L1_EFGHABCD L2_EFGHABCD L3_EFGHABCD L4_EFGHABCD 

L1_ABCDEFGH     Subgroup 1     Subgroup 2     Subgroup 3     Subgroup 4 

L2_ABCDEFGH     Subgroup 5     Subgroup 6     Subgroup 7     Subgroup 8 

L3_ABCDEFGH     Subgroup 9     Subgroup 10     Subgroup 11     Subgroup 12 

L4_ABCDEFGH     Subgroup 13     Subgroup 14     Subgroup 15     Subgroup 16 

 

Therefore, the population was built up of 16 highly related subgroups. The F1 seeds of 

the 16 subgroups were selfed to the F6 generation by single seed descent (SSD), 

followed by two generations of bulk propagation. It was intended to establish subgroups 

of equal size within the framework of population development. All analyses mentioned 

below refer to a subset of 394 F6:8 recombinant inbred lines (RILs) that were selected 

based on seed availability and suitability for experimental field trials, with special 

consideration of plant height.  

 

2.2 Genotypic data analysis 

2.2.1 Investigation of population and kinship structure 

Plant genomic DNA was extracted from a bulk of ten plants per line as described by 

Plaschke et al. (1995). The BMWpop and the eight founders were genotyped using the 
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15K + 5K Infinium® iSelect array and a functional PCR marker for the powdery mildew 

resistance allele Pm3a (Tommasini et al., 2006). Quality control and filtering of markers 

was based on the synbreed package V0.12-6 (Wimmer et al., 2012) in R (R Development 

Core Team, 2017). SNPs that were monomorphic, showed more than 5% of missing 

data, and had a minor allele frequency lower than 5% were discarded. Additionally, it 

was taken care that no duplicated SNPs remained and that for each marker genotype all 

founders showed a homozygous call. After filtering, 6717 markers were available for 

further analysis.  

The genetic distance between the 394 RILs and the eight founders was calculated using 

Rogers’ distance (Rogers, 1972). To graphically display the genetic distance between the 

RILs and the parents, the genetic distance matrix was submitted to a principle coordinate 

analysis as described by Gower (1966) using the R package ape V5.0 (Paradis et al., 

2004). The genomic relationship matrix K was calculated with the Genomic Association 

and Prediction Integrated Tool V3.0 (Lipka et al., 2012) according to the method 1 of 

VanRaden (VanRaden, 2008).  

 

2.2.2 Construction and validation of the genetic linkage map 

In multiparental population designs, it is not possible to clearly define the parental origin 

of an allele when using bi-allelic marker systems. This makes the statistical methods to 

estimate the recombination frequency between a pair of markers used for bi-parental 

populations difficult to apply to MAGIC designs. For RILs, which were derived from eight-

way designs, Broman (2005) calculated two-locus haplotype probabilities. These two-

locus haplotype probabilities are a function of the recombination frequency (rf) and were 

calculated for a grid of potential recombination values (from 0.0 to 0.1 in steps of 0.005 

and from 0.1 to 0.5 in steps of 0.01). The observed pattern of allelic segregation at two 

loci in BMWpop was compared with these theoretical haplotype probabilities. The most 

probable rf between two markers in BMWpop was estimated using the maximum 

likelihood method resulting in an estimated rf-matrix of dimension m x m, where m 

represented the number of markers (Huang and George, 2011). Missing values in the rf-

matrix resulted from parental allelic combinations of two markers that were (nearly) 

uninformative because of (nearly) identical allelic combinations in the population, 

independent of the rf (Shah and Huang, 2017). This means that compared to the 

founders the probability of allelic combinations of a marker pair remained the same or 
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almost similar in the population no matter which rf was assumed. Therefore, no rf could 

be assigned to such a marker pair. Based on the rf-matrix, the markers were distributed 

to 300, 250, and 200 linkage groups. The grouping was carried out with hierarchical 

clustering using a distance matrix that was built from a combination of the rf and the 

corresponding log-likelihood ratio. Using lg=200, linkage groups were assigned to 

chromosomes based on the information of published maps (Cavanagh et al., 2013; 

Marcotuli et al., 2017; Wang et al., 2014a) and adjusted where necessary using the 

grouping results of the more stringent settings (lg=250 and lg=300). Markers were 

excluded from linkage groups when (i) the location on a particular chromosome was not 

confirmed by one of the reference maps and concurrently at least two other maps 

suggested a location on another chromosome and (ii) the missing values in the rf matrix 

exceeded a threshold of 20%. Marker ordering within linkage groups was carried out in 

two steps using two-point ordering. In the first step, an overall path order was 

constructed to minimize the total map length. In the second step, fine ordering was 

performed starting with the overall path order. The latter algorithm is a simulated 

annealing method, also called “Anti-Robinson seriation”, where at the beginning a pair of 

random markers is permuted and a single marker is subsequently moved to a random 

position (Shah and Huang, 2017). After marker ordering, all linkage groups belonging to 

the same chromosome were assembled based on the consensus map of Cavanagh et al. 

(2013). Finally, the validity of the marker order over the whole chromosome was 

examined with respect to a minimized number of crossovers by investigating local 

permutations of the marker order using a window size of three markers. The genetic map 

distances were calculated according to Haldane’s mapping function (Haldane, 1919).  

The genetic linkage map was established with the two R packages mpMap V2.0.2 

(Huang and George, 2011) and mpMap2 V0.0.3 (Shah and Huang, 2017). 

The congruency of marker order was examined between the established linkage map 

and the three genetic maps of the eight-founder MAGIC design NIAB 2015 (Gardner et 

al., 2016; Mackay et al., 2014), the four-founder MAGIC population 9kMAGIC (Cavanagh 

et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2012), the bi-parental backcross progeny L19 BC1 (Geyer et 

al., 2018), and the physical marker positions of the IWGSC RefSeq v1.0 (International 

Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2018). Common markers between BMWpop 

map and the respective genetic and physical map formed the basis for the comparison. 

For further validation of the established linkage, the chromosome length and the number 
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and distribution of markers and loci over the genome were compared to the linkage 

maps of the three above-mentioned populations.  

2.2.3 Population genetic analysis 

Genome- and chromosome-wide linkage disequilibrium was calculated as the squared 

correlation coefficient (r2) between all pairs of 5436 mapped markers using the R package 

genetics V1.3.8.1 (Warnes et al., 2013). The 95th percentile of the distribution of the 

square root transformed r2 values between unlinked markers was taken to determine the 

population-specific critical r2 value. LD was assumed to be caused by genetic linkage if a 

r2 value was above this threshold (Breseghello and Sorrells, 2006). Smoothing curves 

were fitted to the plots of LD decay estimation by least square regression using a 

smoothing span parameter of 0.1 (R/stats V3.4.3, R Core Team, 2007). 

In an eight-founder MAGIC design, each parent should theoretically contribute 12.5% to 

the genetic material represented in the population. To calculate the realized contribution 

of each founder line, it was necessary to define the parental origin of each marker allele. 

The estimation was based on a multi-point founder haplotype construction using the 

information of all linked marker loci (Huang and George, 2011). The algorithm, which was 

implemented in R/mpMap, estimated for each genotype multi-point founder probabilities 

that a marker allele was inherited from the eight founders, respectively. Based on these 

founder probabilities, the origin of an allele was assigned to one of the eight founders if 

the probability exceeded a threshold of 70%. The assignments were used to calculate 

the contribution of each founder per chromosome. Additionally, the founder assignments 

also were the basis to compute the number of recombination events per line in BMWpop. 

If the parental origin of an allele changed along the chromosome, a recombination event 

was assumed. The number of recombination events in BMWpop was compared to the 

number of recombination events in the two MAGIC populations NIAB 2015 and 9kMAGIC 

and the bi-parental cross L19 BC1. For both multiparental designs, the calculation of the 

number of recombination events followed the one already described for BMWpop (Huang 

et al., 2012, Stadlmeier et al., 2018). In the backcross population, a recombination event 

was counted if the allele call changed from heterozygote to homozygote along the 

chromosome and vice versa.  

The allelic diversity present in the BMWpop was compared to a panel of 524 German 

winter wheat breeding lines derived from six breeding companies (Geyer et al., 2016).  
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2.3 Genetic analysis of resistance to B. graminis, Z. tritici, and P. 

tritici-repentis 

2.3.1 Experimental design 

Seedling tests 

Seedling resistance to PM was assessed in the glasshouse under controlled conditions 

with a temperature of 18°C, a relative humidity of 67%, and 16 h light per day in two 

independent experiments. For each experiment, the RILs and the parents were sown in 

multi-pot plates with 10 grains per line in a randomized complete block design with two 

replicates.  

Field trials 

Field trials were conducted during 2016 and 2017 in Germany and Denmark under 

natural pathogen attack and artificial infestations to assess reaction to PM, STB, and TS 

(Table 2). Two field trials were carried out for PM and STB, whereas three experiments 

were conducted for TS. The experimental design at each location was an incomplete 

block design with two replications and a block size of 10 to 47 lines depending on the 

field site. The lines were sown in double-row plots of 30 plants except in Roggenstein, 

where 1300 plants per line were sown in 4.5 m2 plots. The founders and a set of check 

varieties with known disease susceptibility to the three pathogens were included as 

duplicated entries in each trial. Additionally, three checks with a low, medium, and high 

degree of susceptibility to the respective pathogen were included in each block, except 

in Roggenstein, where only the parental lines were included. Field trials were managed 

according to standard agronomic cultivation practices at each location, with the 

exception that no fungicide was used to control the pathogen that caused the trait of 

interest.  
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Table 2 Field trial environments and traits scored 

Year Location GPSa Abbreviation Inoculation 

 

Traits scoredb 

PH EET LAD PM STB TS  

2016 Freising (DE) 48°24'45.3"N 

11°43'21.1"E 

16FS1 Z. tritici conidia xc x x  x  

2016 Freising (DE) 48°24'01.8"N 
11°42'46.4"E 

16FS2 None x x x   x 

2016 Roggenstein (DE) 48°10'51.9"N 

11°19'07.3"E 

16RG None    x   

2017 Freising (DE) 48°24'43.9"N 

11°43'20.1"E 

17FS1 Z. tritici conidia x x x x x  

2017 Freising (DE) 48°24'38.6"N 
11°43'27.9"E 

17FS2 P. tritici-repentis 
infected straw 

x x    x 

2017 Slagelse (DK) 55°25'06.9"N 

11°22'54.7"E 

17SL P. tritici-repentis 

infected straw 

x x x   x 

Table modified after Stadlmeier et al. 2019. 

a Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates. 

b Traits are plant height (PH), ear emergence time (EET), leaf angle distribution (LAD), powdery mildew (PM), 

septoria tritici blotch (STB), and tan spot (TS). 

c The respective trait was scored. 

 

2.3.2 Inoculation method 

Powdery mildew 

In seedling tests, trials were inoculated with conidia of two B. graminis isolates by 

shaking heavily infected wheat seedlings 30 to 40 cm above the plants when the primary 

leaves reached a length of 5 cm. The isolate mixture was known to be virulent against the 

PM resistance genes Pm2, Pm4b, Pm5a, Pm6, and Pm8 (Mohler et al., 2013).  

In the field trials in 2016 and 2017, PM infection occurred naturally during tillering stage.  

Septoria tritici blotch 

A collection of Z. tritici single-spore isolates (Table 3) was screened comprising ten 

current isolates provided by the company EpiLogic GmbH (Freising, Germany) and two 

historical ones, kindly shared by the Julius-Kühn-Institute (Quedlinburg, Germany). 

Isolates were selected based on a high sporulation rate on cultivation medium and 

virulence to the eight founders at seedling stage. The four selected single-spore isolates 

St-SN-002, St-SN-004, BAZ 6/1/04, and BAZ 8/8/04 were cultivated in petri dishes on a 

yeast-malt agar for five to seven days with 8 h in darkness at 12°C followed by 16 h 

under white and ultraviolet light at 20°C in a MLR-351 incubator (Sanyo Electric Co., 

Osaka, Japan). The yeast-malt agar consisted of 4 g yeast, malt, and glucose, 
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respectively, and 15 g agar per liter of distilled water. Well-cultured plates were used as 

starter cultures for mass propagation in a liquid growth medium consisting of 4 g yeast, 

malt, and glucose, respectively, per liter of distilled water. The conidia of one plate were 

used to incubate 150 ml of the liquid yeast-malt-glucose medium using 500 ml 

Erlenmeyer flasks. The flasks were incubated under natural light at 20°C on a reciprocal 

shaker with 175 rpm (Risser et al., 2011). The conidia suspension was concentrated with 

a separating funnel and the conidia concentration was determined with a Fuchs-

Rosenthal hemocytometer. The inoculum was adjusted to 1x106 conidia per ml with 

equal shares per isolate and, finally, Tween 80 solution (0.05% v/v) was added to the 

inoculum. The experiments were inoculated twice with 660 l inoculum per hectare at an 

interval of seven days during cloudy afternoons when the flag leaf of more than half of all 

lines was fully developed. An hour after first inoculation, mist irrigation was applied from 

8:00 am to 6:00 pm for eleven days in cycles of two hours irrigation followed by a one-

hour break with 12 l m-2 d-1 on average.   

 

Table 3 Screened isolates of Z. tritici for field inoculation 

Isolate ID Origin Year of sampling Organization of sampling 

St-BB-003 Germany, Brandenburg 2015 EpiLogic GmbH 

St-BB-007 Germany, Brandenburg 2015 EpiLogic GmbH 

St-ST-001 Germany, Saxony-Anhalt 2015 EpiLogic GmbH 

St-ST-006 Germany, Saxony-Anhalt 2015 EpiLogic GmbH 

St-TH-001 Germany, Thuringia 2015 EpiLogic GmbH 

St-SN-002* Germany, Saxony 2015 EpiLogic GmbH 

St-SN-004* Germany, Saxony 2015 EpiLogic GmbH 

St-BY-008 Germany, Bavaria 2015 EpiLogic GmbH 

St-BY-010 Germany, Bavaria 2015 EpiLogic GmbH 

St-BY-027 Germany, Bavaria 2015 EpiLogic GmbH 

BAZ 6/1/04* Germany, Lower Saxony 2008 Julius-Kühn Institute 

BAZ 8/8/04* Germany, Mecklenburg-West Pomerania 2008 Julius-Kühn Institute 

* Isolate used for field inoculation. 

 

Tan spot 

The field trial in Germany in 2016 was sown at a field site with wheat mono-cropping and 

reduced tillage for more than ten years. At this field, natural P. tritici-repentis infection 

occurred annually. The field trials in Germany and Denmark during the cropping season 

2017 were inoculated with 50 g m-2 naturally P. tritici-repentis infected straw. In both 

countries, the straw was collected from fields heavily infected with this pathogen. 
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Inoculation was carried out in Denmark in December 2016 and in Germany in March 

2017 at the two- to five-leaf stage.  

 

2.3.3 Trait assessment 

Powdery mildew 

In seedling experiments, disease severity was scored based on the primary leaf two 

weeks after inoculation. In field trials, PM infestation of whole plants was assessed 

before the flag leaf was fully developed. In both cases, PM was assessed on a plot basis 

using a rating scale from 1 (no disease) to 9 (severe disease).  

Septoria tritici blotch 

Five weeks after inoculation, disease severity was assessed three times at seven-day 

intervals until a maximum of differentiation was reached. STB infestation of the flag leaf 

was visually rated on a plot basis as the percentage of leaf area covered by lesions 

exhibiting pycnidia (small black dots) from 0% (no symptoms) to 100% (severe disease).  

Tan spot 

Tan spot infestation was visually assessed two times at seven-day intervals until a 

maximum of variation was visible. The percentage of leaf area showing brown to black 

spots surrounded by chlorotic and necrotic areas was evaluated as described for STB.  

Agro-morphological traits 

Additionally to the three disease traits, the three agro-morphological traits PH, EET, and 

LAD were recorded (Table 2). At the end of the cropping season, PH was measured in 

cm from the ground level to the top of the ear. EET was assessed when half of the ear 

emerged above flag leaf ligule for half of all plants per plot in days after 1st May. The trait 

LAD was scored to investigate the potential effect of LAD on STB development due to 

spray inoculation. The LAD score was a combination of the leaf angle between the stem 

and the proximal third of the leaf and the overhanging of the distal part of the leaf (Fig. 3). 

LAD was recorded in odd numbers from 1 (erectophile, <45°; no overhanging) to 9 

(planophile, >45°; overhanging). 
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Figure 3 Scoring scheme of the trait leaf angle distribution.  

Scoring was carried out in odd numbers from 1 (erectophile, <45°; no overhanging) to 9 

(planophile, >45°; overhanging). 

 

2.3.4 Phenotypic data analysis 

Scoring exhibiting maximum differentiation in the BMWpop was used for the following 

analyses of traits STB and TS. Observations were identified as outliers according to 

Grubbs (1950). Outliers were removed only if incorrectly scored or when obvious 

problems were observed for a specific plot. Phenotypic data analysis was performed in 

R/lme4 V1.1-14 (Bates et al., 2015). All residuals were investigated with residual 

diagnostic plots for deviations of normality and homoscedasticity. The analysis of 

seedling resistance to PM across trials was based on the following model, with the term 

‘location’ referring to the two independent experiments in the greenhouse:                                        (1)       Trait observation    Overall mean     Fixed effect of the genotype       Random effect of the location         Random interaction effect of genotype   and location        Random effect of the replication   nested within location         Random residual error;                   ) 

 

The phenotypic data at individual field environments, also referred to as test environment 

(TE), was analyzed with the following model: 
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                                  (2)       Trait observation    Overall mean     Fixed effect of the genotype       Random effect of the replication        Random effect of incomplete block   nested within replication         Random residual error;                   ) 

 

Data analysis across the TEs was carried out according to the statistical model:                                               (3)        Trait observation    Overall mean     Fixed effect of the genotype       Random effect of the location         Random interaction effect of genotype   and location        Random effect of the replication   nested within location         Random effect of incomplete block   nested within replication   nested 

within location         Random residual error;                   ) 

 

To obtain variance components, genotype was fitted as random in the above-mentioned 

models. The single-plot repeatability of seedling resistance to powdery mildew was 

based on a reduced model (1) without considering the effect of the location and the 

genotype-by-location interaction effect. The repeatability of each trait in each field 

environment was based on model (2). In both cases, the repeatability was calculated as 

the ratio of the genotypic variance component and the sum of the genotypic and residual 

error variance components. The heritability was estimated on a progeny mean basis 

according to Hallauer and Miranda (1981): 

                                          (4) 

      Estimate for the genotypic variance component 
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       Estimate for the genotype-by-location variance component       Estimate for the residual error variance component    Number of test environments    Number of replications per test environment 

 

Pearson’s phenotypic correlation coefficients between the disease and agro-

morphological traits in the field were calculated based on adjusted means across TEs. 

Genotypic correlations between traits that were evaluated in the same location were 

estimated in PLABSTAT Version 3Awin (Utz, 2011) fitting genotype and TE as random.  

 

2.3.5 QTL mapping 

Four different methods were used to analyze the association between the marker data 

and (i) the seedling resistance to PM across experiments, and (ii) the six traits PM, STB, 

TS, PH, EET, and LAD scored in the field in individual environments and (iii) across 

environments. Interval mapping that was implemented in R/mpMap V2.0.2 was carried 

out with and without cofactors (composite interval mapping: CIM and simple interval 

mapping: SIM). Single marker regression was performed using bi-allelic SNP calls 

(identical by state: IBS) and multi-point founder probabilities (identical by descent: IBD) 

as predictors. 

For interval mapping, 2804 markers and their positions on the genetic linkage map of 

BMWpop (Stadlmeier et al., 2018) were used. Each marker represented a unique locus 

on the genetic map. The interval approach was based on the multi-point founder 

probabilities, estimated as described above (section 2.2). For each trait, an empirical 

threshold at the 0.001 genomewise significance level was determined from 1,000 

permutation runs according to Churchill and Doerge (1994). The QTL were detected at 

marker positions. All detected QTL were fit simultaneously in a full model. In a final fit, 

only QTL with a  -value < 0.1 were included and the additive effects of each QTL relative 

to the founder ‘Julius’ and the proportion of the explained phenotypic variance (R2) of the 

individual QTL (partial R2) and the full model (total R2) were estimated. The QTL support 

interval (SI) in interval mapping was defined as the chromosomal region surrounding a 

QTL peak at a           fall-off of ±1.0. A coinciding QTL (cQTL) was defined when the 

SIs of QTL overlapped. Because cofactor selection remained challenging, in CIM, only 

linkage groups, which were associated with the trait of interest in SIM, were considered. 
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The number of cofactors to be selected was set to the number of QTL detected in SIM. 

Cofactor selection was based on a forward selection regression model using the Akaike 

information criteria (Huang and George, 2011) ensuring a minimum genetic distance of 

10 cM between two selected markers.  

For the single marker regression, all 5436 mapped markers of BMWpop were used. For 

the IBS and IBD method, QTL were detected according to the following statistical model 

in R/lme4: 

For IBS:                          (5)        1 vector of adjusted means across TEs of the   genotypes     -dimensional vector of ones    Common intercept       1 vector assigning marker genotype at marker m    1   1 vector containing additive effects of the bi-allelic marker genotype at 

marker m       (16-1) matrix assigning the MAGIC subgroup   (16-1)   1 vector containing random effects of the fifteen MAGIC 

subgroups relative to ‘Subgroup 16’     -dimensional vector of residuals;               
 

For IBD:                          (6)        1 vector of adjusted means across TEs of the   genotypes     -dimensional vector of ones    Common intercept       (8-1) matrix assigning the multi-point founder probabilities at marker m    (8-1)   1 vector containing the additive effects of the seven parental alleles 

relative to ‘Julius’ allele at marker m       (16-1) matrix assigning the MAGIC subgroup   (16-1)   1 vector containing random effects of the fifteen MAGIC 

subgroups relative to ‘Subgroup 16’     -dimensional vector of residuals;               
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In equation (5) the additive effect of the minor allele and in equation (6) the additive 

founder effects relative to ‘Julius’ were estimated. The random term accounting for the 

MAGIC subgroup was excluded from the final analysis if it was not significant at   < 0.05. 

The estimated  -values were corrected for multiple testing according to Benjamini and 

Hochberg (1995) using a false discovery rate of 0.01. Adjoining significant SNPs in a 

chromosomal region were assumed to represent the same QTL as long as the sign of the 

additive effect was the same. A second QTL proximal or distal to a detected one was 

defined at a minimum distance of 30 cM. The most significant SNP was chosen as the 

QTL peak position. The QTL support interval in single marker regression was defined by 

all significant SNPs in the respective genetic region. All detected QTL were fit 

simultaneously to estimate the total phenotypic variance explained.  

Although CIM has more power than SIM, SIM was used as the main QTL detection 

method as cofactor selection in CIM remained challenging (Stadlmeier et al., 2019). QTL 

mapped with SIM were named following the recommendations for gene symbolization in 

wheat (McIntosh et al., 2013). A QTL detected by SIM was considered to be mapped 

with another method if the SIs overlapped. To define the physical position of QTL 

mapped by SIM, the sequence of the QTL peak marker was blasted against the reference 

sequence IWGSC RefSeq v1.0 using the BLASTn basic search tool (International Wheat 

Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2018).  

2.3.6 Candidate gene search 

The physical position of each QTL peak marker was analyzed in the database 

EnsemblePlants (http://plants.ensembl.org/index.html), which is a genomic portal for 

various plant species including T. aestivum. First, it was investigated if the peak marker 

coincided with a high confidence protein-coding gene based on the IWGSC RefSeq v1.0 

(International Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2018). Second, ten-thousand 

base pairs (bp) were added up- and downstream of the peak marker sequence and 

within this interval additional candidate genes were searched. This narrow genetic region 

around the peak marker was expected to be appropriate, as MAGIC populations are 

considered to lead to precise mapping results (Cockram and Mackay, 2018). In addition, 

generally small SIs were detected. If no candidate gene was found in this region, the 

number of bp were extended to up to 1 mega base pairs (Mbp) depending on the 

proximity of the QTL peak marker to the next candidate gene. The detected high 

confidence protein-coding genes were submitted to the Triticeae Toolbox (T3) database 

http://plants.ensembl.org/index.html
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(https://triticeaetoolbox.org/wheat/genes/) to search for gene description and functional 

annotation available from IWGSC.   

https://triticeaetoolbox.org/wheat/genes/
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3   DISCUSSION 

The development of new varieties resistant to major fungal diseases, such as PM, STB, 

and TS, is an ongoing task in winter wheat breeding driven by host-pathogen 

coevolution, fungicide resistance evolved in pathogens, and sustainability aspects of 

crop production. The objective of the study was to analyze the usefulness of a modified 

MAGIC mating design, to identify genomic regions conferring resistance to PM, STB, and 

TS, and to investigate the potential of combining resistance to these diseases in one 

genotype. This chapter presents a comprehensive discussion of the results of the two 

publications underlying this thesis complemented by additional findings and 

recommendations. 

 

3.1 Future prospects of MAGIC designs 

3.1.1 Crossing scheme 

The multiparent advanced generation intercross was first introduced and applied to mice, 

named “heterogeneous stock”, to dissect QTL with large effect into numerous linked QTL 

with small effects (Mott et al., 2000). Since Mackay and Powell (2007) and Cavanagh et 

al. (2008) proposed this population type for crops, MAGIC designs have been established 

in several plant species. The number of founders used in most studies is either four or 

eight, with a higher number of founder lines enhancing the allele and gene diversity 

(Huang et al., 2012; Ladejobi et al., 2016). The main reason for using a lower number of 

founder lines may be the increased workload and costs associated with crossing designs 

that involve multiple founders. One approach to counteract this issue was to simplify the 

crossing scheme. A full eight-founder MAGIC design is built of 28 two-way crosses, 210 

four-way crosses, and 315 eight-way crosses. Each of the 315 eight-way crosses 

represent a unique funnel of the form {[(A x B) x (C x D)] x [(E x F) x (G x H)]}, where the 

matched brackets define the two-way, four-way, and eight-way crosses of the eight 

parents denoted with the letters. To analyze the usefulness of a modified mating design, 

an eight-founder winter wheat MAGIC population was established (Stadlmeier et al., 

2018). The crossing design was based on only one of the 315 possible funnels and the 

number of two-way, four-way, and eight-way crosses was kept low with four, 32 and 

eight, respectively. It was assumed that at least multiple funnels should be used to 

sample a high diversity among the founder lines and to enhance the number of 

recombination events to reduce the extent of LD (Ladejobi et al., 2016). To preserve the 
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propagated advantages of such a population type (section 1.2 Outline), an eight-way 

intercross step was introduced including 16 crosses.  

Despite the reduced mating design, only very mild population structure and relatedness 

between individuals was observed indicating that genomic regions of all parents were 

captured in the population. This was supported by nearly equally distributed genome-

wide founder representations. The mild structure could be caused by the final eight-way 

intercross step as suggested by principal coordinate analysis. Lines sharing the same 

father clustered more closely. It is also likely that the mild effect occurred just by chance 

because in single marker analysis the initially included fixed effect for MAGIC group 

assignment (Stadlmeier et al., 2019), which accounts for the observed structure, was not 

significant at   < 0.05 for all analyzed traits.  

In a fully realized eight-founder MAGIC design, a higher number of recombination events 

per line compared to a simplified mating design is expected. However, the mean number 

of recombination events per line in BMWpop was 1.3 times higher compared to the 

eight-founder MAGIC population NIAB 2015, which included all possible 210 four-way 

crosses. The range of the mean recombination events per line in NIAB 2015 (2-130) 

exceeded the one of BMWpop (49-100) (Fig. 4). However, it appears that the extreme 

values in NIAB 2015 represented outliers (Fig. 4).  

 

 

Figure 4 Distribution of the number of recombination events per line.  

a) BMWpop and b) NIAB 2015. The orange vertical line indicates the arithmetic mean.  
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BMWpop showed fewer unique recombination events compared to NIAB 2015 with 

values of 2812 and 4140, respectively. However, after correcting for the different 

population sizes of 394 (BMWpop) and 643 (NIAB 2015), the mean number of unique 

recombination events per line was 7.1 for BMWpop compared to 6.4 for NIAB 2015. 

Therefore, it seems that the higher total number of unique break points in the NIAB 2015 

mating design was a consequence of the larger population size. 

The reduced mating design showed no adverse effect on marker ordering as the 

congruency of marker order with the IWGSC RefSeq v1.0 (International Wheat Genome 

Sequencing Consortium, 2018) and various genetic maps (Cavanagh et al., 2013; 

Gardner et al., 2016; Geyer et al., 2018) was high. A strict inspection and manual curation 

in each step of map construction was applied, which was also necessary for genetic map 

creation of the NIAB 2015 (Gardner et al., 2016). The resolution of the D genome map 

remained unsatisfactory in both eight-founder MAGIC maps BMWpop and NIAB 2015. 

The application of a more comprehensive SNP chip, like the Wheat660K array, most 

likely would not improve saturation of the D genome (Cui et al., 2017), presumably due to 

the origin of hexaploid T. aestivum wheat. Although different lines may have contributed 

their D genomes to bread wheat (Ogbonnaya et al., 2005), it appears that hexaploid 

wheat shares a single D genome gene pool (Dvořák et al., 1998), leading to the low allelic 

diversity of the D genome. To overcome this limitation, MAGIC populations involving 

synthetic wheat lines may be a promising approach. Primary synthetics (Mujeeb-Kazi et 

al., 1996) would be the best choice to maximize D genome diversity but they suffer from 

a high genetic load. A significant number of synthetic backcross-derived wheats are 

available (Dreisigacker et al., 2008) and may be used in combination with elite lines in 

MAGIC designs to exploit an increased proportion of untapped D genome diversity. 

Based on marker data generated with the Illumina® Infinium® 15K SNP array, 71.7% of 

the polymorphic markers present in a panel of 524 common wheat breeding lines (Geyer 

et al., 2016) segregated in BMWpop. This is consistent with simulation studies using 

randomly selected founders and a fully realized eight-founder mating design. Thus, the 

captured allelic diversity does not appear to be influenced by the crossing design used.  

It can be concluded, that a simplified MAGIC mating design with an additional eight-way 

intercross step, as described in Stadlmeier et al. (2018), shows no drawbacks regarding 

population structure, linkage disequilibrium, total and unique number of recombination 

events, and genome-wide founder representations and does not reduce the power of 

further applications, but simultaneously reduce effort and costs. It would be interesting to 

see whether these results can be validated by other wheat MAGIC populations produced 
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by a simplified mating design such as the WM-800 population (Sannemann et al., 2018). 

In such a comparison it would be possible to analyze the impact of the eight-way 

intercross step because the WM-800 mating design lacks this step. The results from a 

recently published eight-founder MAGIC population in wheat supports the assumption 

that additional generations of intercrossing considerably increase the number of 

recombination (Shah et al., 2019). Thus, it can be recommended to use a simplified 

crossing design with at least one additional intercross step, a high number of founders 

(≥ 8) selected for a maximum of segregating alleles, and a large population size to 

increase the number of recombination events and allele diversity within a MAGIC 

population. 

 

3.1.2 Benefit of MAGIC designs for practical breeding 

The attractiveness of a MAGIC population for breeders is that a breeding variety could 

emerge, which already combines favorable alleles for a wide range of traits like 

resistance, yield, and quality parameters. This was recently postulated for a genetically 

diverse eight-founder cowpea MAGIC population comprising 305 F8 lines (Huynh et al., 

2018). However, to find superior lines with high probability, a large enough population 

with several thousand progenies should be generated. A further challenge is the required 

time for the establishment of MAGIC populations. Ongom and Ejeta (2018) reported that 

it lasted over 15 years to establish a multiparental population using 19 founders in 

Sorghum bicolor L. Four-, eight-, and 16-way MAGIC populations have two, three, and 

four crossing rounds, respectively, before selfing. Following the above stated 

recommendation to include at least one additional round of intercrossing, the number of 

crosses would be further increased. Thus, compared to bi-parental designs, the 

development of MAGIC populations entails a delay of one (four founders) to three years 

(16 founders). Speed breeding could be used to accelerate crossing and selfing during 

population establishment (Watson et al., 2018).  

Because of these limitations, it is rather probable that breeders will cooperate with 

research institutions to develop MAGIC populations in the context of pre-breeding 

programs. Linkage of favorable and unfavorable genes are expected to be broken with a 

high probability in such designs and promising MAGIC lines can be selected and used in 

bi-parental crosses. In addition, considering primary or backcross derived synthetics as 

MAGIC founders may introduce novel untapped genetic diversity into elite breeding 

material. Furthermore, breeders can take advantage of investigated relationships 
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between multiple traits in a single genetic background. This would be especially 

beneficial for disease resistance traits because natural infection often does not occur 

each year. Hence, assessment of disease resistance traits may imply huge efforts. 

Moreover, the establishment of diagnostic markers suitable for marker-assisted selection 

is relatively easy to accomplish because of the high-precision QTL mapping in MAGIC 

populations. Cockram et al. (2015) used an eight-founder MAGIC winter wheat 

population for fine-mapping the wheat Snn1 locus, which confers sensitivity to the 

effector SnTox1 of P. nodorum. They converted the QTL peak SNP marker for the Snn1 

locus to a diagnostic KASP marker publically available for breeders and researchers.  

 

3.2 Experimental design and phenotyping  

Resistance to PM and STB was assessed in two field trials in Germany in the season 

2016 and 2017. Disease severity of TS was assessed two times in Germany in 2016 and 

2017 and at a field trial in Denmark in 2017. Measuring the phenotype in several locations 

and years aims to reduce the genotype × environment interaction effect and to figure out 

the true genetic value of a genotype. Thus, a high number of TEs is expected to provide a 

nearly unbiased estimate for the genetic value of a genotype. Although the total number 

of trials carried out for each disease was limited, medium to high heritabilities of 0.64, 

0.79, and 0.70 for PM, STB, and TS, respectively, were estimated.  

Both PM trials depended on natural infection and showed the full range of reaction 

scores. However, the population mean of the trial in Roggenstein in 2016 (score 2.0) 

differed significantly (  < 0.05) from the mean of the trial in Freising in 2017 (score 3.5). 

Both TEs showed a medium correlation of 0.56. To ensure even and heavy infestation 

with B. graminis, it would have been advantageous to include highly susceptible varieties 

as spreaders. Immediately after assessment of PM at the field trial in Freising in 2017, a 

fungicide against PM was applied several days before the inoculation with STB. It was 

taken care that no genotype suffered severely due to PM infection and that plants were 

healthy before STB inoculation. Similar correlations between STB scored in 2016 and PM 

scored in 2016 and 2017 and between STB scored in 2017 and PM scored in 2016 and 

2017 (Table 4) suggested that PM infestation had no influence on STB disease 

development at the field trial in Freising in 2017.  
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Table 4 Correlations between PM and STB assessments 

 STB 16FS1c STB 17FS1d 

PM 16RGa 0.14 0.12 

PM 17FS1b 0.23*** 0.19*** 

a Powdery mildew scored in Roggenstein in 2016. 

b Powdery mildew scored in Freising in 2017. 

c Septoria tritici blotch scored in Freising in 2016. 

d Septoria tritici blotch scored in Freising in 2017. 

*** Significant at p < 0.001. 

 

The STB field trials were inoculated with four isolates, which were virulent to all founders 

at seedling stage. The motivation was to avoid the effect of qualitative resistance genes, 

which may have negatively influenced the detection of quantitative resistance loci with 

small effects. However, McDonald and Martinez (1990) suggested that a high genetic 

diversity of the fungus is present at field sites naturally infected with STB. They identified 

22 different haplotypes of Z. tritici from a single wheat field of the size 40 m × 40 m 

based on 19 different leaf samples. It is assumed, that in 2016 also a natural infection 

occured because first STB symptoms appeared a week earlier than expected based on 

the artificial inoculation. This assumption is supported by the significantly (   < 0.05) 

higher mean infestation rate in 2016 compared to 2017 and the medium correlation of 

0.63 between the two field trials despite the use of the same isolate mixture. In 

retrospect, it would have been appropriate to use all available isolates regardless of their 

effect on seedling resistance. Possible strong QTL could have been modeled as fixed 

effects in the final QTL model.  

In 2016, the TS trial was not artificially inoculated, whereas in both TS trials in 2017 

straw, which was heavily infected with P. tritici-repentis, was spread as a source of 

inoculum. Although the mean TS infestation in Freising in 2016 was significantly higher 

(  < 0.05) compared to infestation in Freising in 2017, repeatability values were lower with 

0.39 compared to 0.67, respectively. This indicates that infection triggered by a field site 

where wheat after wheat was sown repeatedly over ten years was generally a good 

source for TS inoculation; however, a more consistent inoculation was achieved by 

artificial inoculation with TS infected straw. The extremely high mean TS infestation in 

Slagelse in 2017 (58.0%) compared to the German field trials (33% and 25%) may be 

explained by more aggressive pathogen isolates present in Denmark. It is supposed that 

the genetic constitution of isolates from both countries is different because effector tests 

revealed the absence of ToxB in all German samples, but not in Denmark (data 
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unpublished). Despite this finding, the phenotypic correlation between both countries 

was significant (  < 0.05) with values of up to 0.61. 

The scoring of PM, STB, and TS infestation was carried out visually using different rating 

scales. The visual assessment of traits can lead to bias. To enhance objectivity, 

precision, and to be able to deal with large population sizes (>1000), automation of 

phenotypic evaluation can be a promising approach. In recent years, huge efforts have 

been invested in the development of quantitative, high-throughput plant phenotyping 

networks, such as the Jülich Plant Phenotyping Centre (JPPC; https://www.fz-

juelich.de/ibg/ibg-2/DE/Organisation/JPPC/JPPC_node.html), and analysis tools like 

HTPheno (Hartmann et al., 2011), IAP (Klukas et al., 2014), and PhenoBox (Czedik-

Eysenberg et al., 2018). Image-based phenotyping methods are non-destructive, they are 

able to detect spatial patterns of heterogeneity, and they can capture data not visible to 

the human eye (Mutka and Bart, 2015). Different image-based methods are available for 

the assessment of plant diseases: visible light, chlorophyll fluorescence, hyperspectral, 

thermal, and 3D sensor imaging. The automated, high-throughput digital imaging allows 

for collection of extensive and accurate data. Additionally, different dimensions of 

disease symptoms, like percent leaf area infected and density and size of pycnidia, can 

be quantified as shown in a study for STB (Stewart and McDonald, 2014). Chlorophyll 

fluorescence and thermal imaging capture changes in the chlorophyll fluorescence 

emission and altered leaf surface temperatures, respectively, which can occur early 

during or in the course of infection. The hyperspectral imaging even allows distinguishing 

between different plant diseases present at the same time (Mahlein et al., 2012). Thus, 

image-based phenotyping methods dramatically widen the phenotyping capabilities. 

Studies already showed high correlations between data from automated and manual 

phenotyping (Hartmann et al., 2011; Sugiura et al., 2016; Thoen et al., 2016) suggesting 

that this technology may be trendsetting. However, there are some challenges that have 

to be addressed: first, it has to be analyzed how the recorded data has to be interpreted 

regarding biological functions and reactions (Lindenthal et al., 2005, Rodríguez-Moreno 

et al., 2008). Second, it is necessary to develop adequate designs of machines, which 

can be used for various crops. Third, the computer-based processing of the image-

based phenotypes needs to be accurately calibrated and trained to transform images 

with high reliability into quantitative data that are appropriate for genetic studies. The 

newly arising field of machine learning may help to support and accelerate the efforts for 

training of such algorithms. Fourth, the whole process of automated high-throughput 

plant imaging requires large storage and computer capacities. Since these requirements 

https://www.fz-juelich.de/ibg/ibg-2/DE/Organisation/JPPC/JPPC_node.html
https://www.fz-juelich.de/ibg/ibg-2/DE/Organisation/JPPC/JPPC_node.html
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are generally not easy to achieve, a possible solution may be the blockchain technology. 

Blockchain is a distributed ledger technology, comparable with a decentralized database 

structure, which allows storing vast amounts of data including e.g. origin, assessment, 

and updates of data (Wright and De Filippi, 2015; Zheng et al., 2017). One advantage for 

the use in science is the transparency and integrity of data; this means it is nearly 

impossible to manipulate data once stored in this system and if necessary data can be 

traced from entry point to the actual status (Irving and Holden, 2016). For the case that 

data should not be publically available, a consortium blockchain with a selected number 

of nodes and users can be chosen (Zheng et al., 2017).  

 

3.3 Candidate genes for resistance to PM, STB, and TS 

In SIM, which was chosen as the main QTL detection method, six, seven, and nine QTL 

were identified for the diseases PM, STB, and TS, respectively, across field 

environments. For seedling resistance to PM, four QTL were detected.  

The peak marker sequence of the disease QTL was located in 87% of the cases in the 

sequence of a protein coding gene of high confidence based on IWGSC RefSeq v1.0 

(Table 5). This high hit rate may be explained by the fact that around 80% of the markers 

from the 15K + 5K Infinium® iSelect array indicating genes based on the IWGSC RefSeq 

v1.0 (J. Plieske and M. Ganal, personal communication). In 65% of the cases, the peak 

marker was located in the sequence of a candidate gene involved in plant resistance. 

Twenty-one additional candidate genes were found when extending the interval up to 

±0.01 Mbp. Of these genes, 53% are suggested to be associated with plant disease 

resistance. Eight candidate genes, of which three are possibly involved in plant 

resistance, co-located with QPm.lfl-3D and QTs.lfl-7A.1 when extending the window to 

up to ±1 Mbp.  

The QTL QPm.lfl-6B, which was detected in the seedling test and in the field, was 

physically mapped to the genomic region of a gene encoding a putative RING/U-box 

superfamily protein (Table 5). E3 ubiquitin ligases represent RING-type and U-box 

proteins that directly transfer ubiquitin to specific substrate proteins. Several RING-type 

and U-box ubiquitin enzymes were shown to play a role in pathogen-associated 

molecular pattern (PAMP)-triggered immunity (PTI) and effector-triggered immunity as 

reviewed in Zeng et al. (2006) and Cheng and Li (2012). Yu et al. (2013) reported that 

over-expression of the E3 ubiquitin ligase EIRP1 in wild grapevine enhanced resistance 

to powdery mildew. Additionally, ubiquitination enzymes are involved in the regulation of 
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the intracellular nucleotide-binding leucine-rich repeat (NB-LRR) R protein-mediated 

plant immunity (Cheng and Li, 2012). About 2000 bp proximal to this candidate gene, a 

gene coding for a receptor-like kinase (RLK) was located. Different RLKs were shown to 

mediate resistance to PM, Fusarium head blight, and stripe rust in wheat (Hu et al., 2018; 

Rajaraman et al., 2016; Thapa et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2007). The physical position of the 

QTL QPm.lfl-7D, which was shown to map to the same genetic region as the multi-

resistance gene Lr34/Yr18/Sr57/Pm38 (Stadlmeier et al., 2019), coincided with a 

candidate gene encoding the CsAtPR5 protein (Table 5). CsAtPR5 is a precursor of the 

pathogenesis-related protein 5 (PR5) and has been found to be associated with 

resistance to PM (Niu et al., 2010), common bunt (Bhatta et al., 2018), and yellow rust 

(Bozkurt et al., 2007) in hexaploid wheat.  

The QTL QStb.lfl-1B was in the sequence of a candidate gene encoding an ARGONAUTE 

(AGO) protein. AGO proteins are core components in enzymatic complexes that 

incorporate none-coding small ribonucleic acids (RNAs) to induce gene silencing caused 

by complementary sequences (Yang and Huang, 2014). This mechanism, known as RNA 

interference (RNAi), plays a key role in multiple cellular processes including host 

immunity (Seo et al., 2013). AGO proteins are primarily known to be involved in viral 

defense (Carbonell and Carrington, 2015). Apart from this, it was shown that RNA 

silencing also plays a role in the interaction with bacterial (Navarro et al., 2006) and fungal 

pathogens (Jin and Wu, 2015; Li et al., 2014a; Shen et al., 2014). Another candidate 

gene, annotated as a reticulon-like kinase, was located 300 bp distal to AGO. In 

Arabidopsis, two reticulon-like kinases were found to be involved in the regulation of the 

intracellular transport and activity of the FLAGELIN-SENSITIVE2 (FLS2) receptor (Lee et 

al., 2011). FLS2 is a well-known element of PTI for the recognition of the bacterial 

flagellin. Although there is a lack of studies reporting similar observations for fungal 

PAMPs, it is still conceivable that related mechanisms are involved in fungal plant 

defense. The QTL QStb.lfl-2B.3, which was suggested to represent a novel adult plant 

stage resistance locus located proximal to Stb9 (Stadlmeier et al., 2019), co-located with 

a gene predicted to encode a histone-lysine N-methyltransferase. Sireesha and 

Velazhahan (2017) reported the differential expression of a sequence matching to a 

histone-lysine N-methyltransferase during infection of maize with the fungal pathogen 

Peronosclerospora sorghi. 

The QTL QTS.lfl-2A on the short arm of chromosome 2A was located at the same 

physical region as a gene with a described function as a Cu/Zn-superoxide dismutase 

(Cu/Zn-SOD). During pathogen attack, plants can react with an oxidative burst, which 
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leads to a release of several reactive oxygen species (ROS). To protect the plant tissue 

from toxicity and damage by these ROS, plants have evolved efficient antioxidant 

systems including enzymes such as SOD (Bowler et al., 1992). In pearl millet seedlings, 

which were inoculated with the downy-mildew pathogen Sclerospora graminicola, an 

over two fold increase of superoxide dismutase activity was detected in the resistant 

genotypes (Babitha et al., 2002). Additionally, it was shown that over-expression of 

Cu/Zn-SOD in tobacco plants mediated resistance to bacterial wildfire and crown gall 

diseases (Faize et al., 2012). The QTL QTS.lfl-5B was in the sequence of a candidate 

gene annotated as a subtilisin-like protease. These proteases are a diverse family of 

serine peptidases with various biological functions, such as plant development and 

protein processing. Furthermore, they were found to be involved in plant immunity and 

plant defense response to a wide range of pathogens in several plant species (Figueiredo 

et al., 2018). In wheat, Fan et al. (2016) reported an up to three fold increase of a 

subtilisin-like serine protease activity during infection with P. triticina in an incompatible 

wheat-pathogen interaction. About 8000 bp distal, a gene encoding a BTB/POZ (broad-

complex, tramtrack, and bric-a-brac/poxvirus, zinc finger) domain was located. The 

BTB/POZ domain is a widely distributed structural motif in proteins with various 

biological processes, such as transcriptional and cytoskeleton regulation. The BTB/POZ 

domain is also present in proteins involved in the regulation of pathogenesis-related 

proteins (Fu et al., 2012; Wang et al., 2016). This pathway may be more common for 

biotrophic pathogens as it is normally activated by salicylic acid. However, in wheat, it 

was shown that the activation of this pathway is independent thereof (Molina et al., 

1999). Recently, in soybean a novel protein containing BTB/POZ domain was found to be 

up-regulated during infection with Phytophthora sojae. Interestingly, over-expression of 

this novel protein in transgenic soybean plants led to a significantly higher activity and 

expression level of SOD (Zhang et al., 2019).  

The two genomic regions on chromosome 1AS and 7AL were associated with all three 

diseases. The QTL peak markers spanned a physical distance of 4.6 Mbp (1AS) and 

13.9 Mpb (7AL). Within this region 86 and 175 candidate genes were found for 

chromosomes 1AS and 7AL, respectively. The QTL peak markers in both regions were 

embedded each in a candidate gene, known to be involved in plant pathogen defense 

(Table 5; QStb.lfl-7AL: calcium-binding EF-hand domain protein). However, it is possible 

that further genes in these regions contribute to broad-spectrum disease resistance. For 

example in the region on chromosome 1AS a gene coding for a disease resistance 

protein RPM1 and a serine/threonine-protein kinase were located a few thousand base 
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pairs proximal to STB and TS QTL peak markers. In the genetic region on chromosome 

7AL, a gene coding for a disease resistance protein of the NBS-LRR class was located 

around 6500 bp proximal to the PM QTL peak marker. It is possible that on 

chromosomes 1AS and 7AL gene cassettes are present, which confer resistant to 

multiple pathogens.  

Different candidate genes, which have been shown to be involved in various plant 

defense mechanisms, were found to co-locate with disease QTL by Stadlmeier et al. 

(2019). It is possible that candidate genes, which have not been described to play a role 

in plant immunity up to now, may be of interest as well and that the presented results 

may lack candidate genes located outside of the investigated physical interval. The broad 

range of different genes and subsequently mechanisms involved in plant immunity may 

represent a key factor for durability of quantitative resistance in plants.  

Many of the described protein classes are also known to be involved in diverse biological 

cell processes, such as plant development and growth and response to abiotic stress. 

Genes involved in plant immunity and growth may represent the genetic basis of reported 

trade-offs between these two plant reactions (Denancé et al., 2013; Tian et al., 2003). 

The candidate gene analysis will be taken to the next step when the IWGSC RefSeq v1.0 

is upgraded to a high quality IWGSC Gold Standard reference genome sequence that will 

be anchored to genetic maps and will incorporate different genetic wheat data resources 

(IWGSC, 2019).   
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Table 5 Candidate genes for disease resistance QTL 

Trait QTL Marker Candidate gene at  

QTL peak marker 

Gene annotation at  

QTL peak marker 

No. of 

adjacent 

genesa 

PM      

 QPm.lfl-1A PM3a TraesCS1A02G008100 Powdery mildew resistance 
protein PM3CSd 

1 

 QPm.lfl-3D AX-94444273 - - 4b 

 QPm.lfl-4Ac IWA1635 TraesCS4A02G438700 Leucine-rich repeat kinased – 

 QPm.lfl-5A AX-94816504 - - 2 

 QPm.lfl-6B IWA3268 TraesCS6B02G439800 RING/U-box superfamily protein, 

putatived 

1 

 QPm.lfl-7A IWA501 TraesCS7A02G553800 MYB-related proteind 1 

 QPm.lfl-7D TA015297.0413 TraesCS7D02G026500 CsAtPR5d – 

STB      

 QStb.lfl-1A IWB29039 TraesCS1A02G017000 RNA binding proteind 2 

 QStb.lfl-1B IWA198 TraesCS1B02G480100 ARGONAUTEd 1 

 QStb.lfl-2B.1 IWB43273 TraesCS2B02G096600 Serine/threonine-protein kinase 
ATMd 

1 

 QStb.lfl-2B.2 BobWhite_c1021
5_242 

TraesCS2B01G308300 Target of rapamycin complex 2 
subunit MAPKAP1 

1 

 QStb.lfl-2B.3 RAC875_c14885
_1184 

TraesCS2B02G501300 Histone-lysine N-
methyltransferased 

1 

 QStb.lfl-2D AX-94384624 TraesCS2D01G022800 Formamidopyrimidine-DNA 
glycosylase 

2 

 QStb.lfl-4B AX-94488964 TraesCS4B01G031600 Phosphatidylinositol N-
acetyglucosaminlytransferase 
subunit P-like protein 

2 

TS      

 QTs.lfl-1A IWB29039 TraesCS1A02G017000 RNA binding proteind 2 

 QTs.lfl-2A IWB39657 TraesCS2A02G121200 Superoxide dismutase [Cu-Zn] d 1 

 QTs.lfl-2B IWA4642 TraesCS2B02G159500 Hepatoma-derived growth 
factor-related protein 2 

– 

 QTs.lfl-2D IWB32049 TraesCS2D02G572700 Importin beta 1d – 

 QTs.lfl-3D IWB50741 TraesCS3D02G197700 Kinesin-like proteind – 

 QTs.lfl-4B Kukri_c3474_39
5 

TraesCS4B02G314000 Methyltransferase-like protein 1 2 

 QTs.lfl-5B IAAV3362 TraesCS5B02G036600 Subtilisin-like proteased 2 

 QTs.lfl-7A.1 IWB8933 - - 4b 

 QTs.lfl-7A.2 IWB38709 TraesCS7A02G533600 Dual specificity phosphatase 
family proteind 

1 

a Number of adjacent candidate genes in interval of ± 0.01 Mbp around QTL peak marker. 

b Interval extended to up to ± 1 Mbp. 

c QTL only mapped in seedling stage. 

d Protein described to be involved in plant defense. 

- No candidate gene/protein was located at QTL peak marker. 

– No candidate genes in interval around QTL peak marker. 
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3.4 Follow-up research for investigating resistance to PM, STB, 

and TS 

To investigate a potential role of the suggested candidate genes in resistance to PM, 

STB, and TS, studies at the genic level need to be undertaken. Disrupting candidate 

gene expression and, consequently, observing changes in resistance to the pathogens B. 

gramins, Z. tritici, and P. tritici-repentis would be a strong indication for their participation 

in the wheat-pathogen interaction.  

The classical genetic approach to explore the biological function of a candidate gene and 

its impact on the phenotype is the analysis of mutants. Non-transgenic and undirected 

mutations in a genome can be induced by chemical mutagenesis. In such mutagenized 

populations, point mutations can be detected and analyzed by reverse genetic strategies 

such as targeting induced local lesions in genomes (TILLING). Several TILLING 

populations in wheat are available (Chen et al., 2012; Henry et al., 2014; Krasileva et al., 

2017; Uauy et al., 2009) and represent useful genetic resources to investigate the 

function of candidate genes. Genetic engineering is a method to establish mutants with a 

directed mutation. Today, genome editing is the most frequently used and advanced 

technology to genetically modify the genome. Techniques, such as zinc finger nucleases 

(ZFNs), transcription activator-like effector nucleases (TALENs), and clustered regularly 

interspaced short palindromic repeats (CRISPR)/CRISPR-associated protein 9 (Cas9) 

systems are available. However, CRISPR/Cas9 is the most commonly used because it 

shows a high success rate, it is relatively easy to design and implement, and it is 

inexpensive (Doudna and Charpentier, 2014; Ran et al., 2013). CRISPR/Cas9 

applications have already been shown to be successful in enhancing resistance to virus, 

bacterial, and fungal diseases for several plant species as reviewed by Borrelli et al. 

(2018). This technology can be applied for the implementation of different mechanisms, 

which induce mutant phenotypes, including posttranscriptional gene silencing, gene 

knockout, and gene overexpression. Posttranscriptional gene silencing is based on 

antisense RNA and RNAi constructs. They are complementary and sequence-specific to 

RNA transcripts of the target gene. Consequently, double stranded small RNAs are 

produced, which mediate sequence-specific RNA degradation of target transcripts. 

Single, multiple, and homoeologous genes can be knocked out by modifying the DNA 

sequence of the target gene. Wang et al. (2014b) simultaneously modified all three 

homoeologous mildew resistance loci TaMLO-A1, TaMLO-B1, and TaMLO-D1 in wheat 

that encode the MILDEW RESISTANCE LOCUS (MLO) protein and showed that this 
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modification leads to a heritable broad-spectrum resistance to PM. Overexpression of 

wild-type gene can be particularly suitable for functionally redundant genes or 

deleterious knockout mutants. In wheat, overexpression of specific genes were used to 

analyze the function of genes involved in resistance to fungal pathogens (Chen et al., 

2008; Dong et al., 2010; Mackintosh et al., 2007). Simultaneous overexpression of 

several genes, which were shown to individually enhance resistance, would be of great 

interest as results could contribute to a deeper understanding of possible resistance 

trade-offs (e.g. biotrophic vs. necrotrophic pathogen resistance). 

Apart from plant transformation, gene expression studies are feasible based on 

transcriptome analysis during fungal pathogen infection using quantitative real-time 

polymerase chain reaction, expression microarrays, and RNAseq analysis (San Segundo-

Val and Sanz-Lozano, 2016). However, this approach just monitors whether the gene is 

expressed during infection steps.  

In the case where no candidate gene was found in the region of a QTL and the support 

interval was narrow (e.g. QTs.lfl-7A.1), near isogenic lines (NILs) can be generated for a 

given QTL. Based on genotypic data of the progeny and founders and the additive 

effects of the founders at the QTL, MAGIC lines showing a heterozygote call for the QTL 

can be selected. Heterozygous lines with alleles of the two most contrasting parents at 

the QTL are superior. In parallel, codominant kompetitive allele specific (KASP) markers 

for this region can be developed. In a next step, the selected lines are grown and their 

heterozygosity is confirmed by the developed KASP markers. The lines are then selfed 

and the progenies are screened with the KASP markers to select homozygous 

individuals. The developed NILs can be used for downstream analysis, such as detailed 

phenotyping and differential gene expression. Potentially, this process takes just one 

generation in MAGIC populations. However, in BMWpop, single lines of the F6:8 bulks 

must be genotyped in advance if a heterozygote call at the target region is present 

because a heterozygote call might not represent an individual heterozygote line but a 

heterogeneous sample. The development of such NILs may be complicated if the QTL is 

located in a non-recombining region or only small differences in the effects of the 

contributing founders are observed. If the NILs have shown strong contrasting 

phenotypes, developed markers may be very interesting and promising for marker-

assisted selection (MAS) breeding.  

Peak markers of stable QTL with small SIs possibly represent good candidates for 

utilization in MAS. A large panel consisting of a set of diverse lines should be used to 
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validate the ability of markers to distinguish contrasting phenotypes. SNP markers can 

be converted to KASP markers if the validation was successful. The following SNP peak 

markers are suggested for validation: IWA3268 and IWA501 for PM, IWA198 and AX-

94384624 for STB, and IWB32049 and IAAV3362 for TS.  

When the QTL region was large (e.g. QTs.lfl-4B) fine-mapping of the genomic region of 

interest using heterogeneous inbred families (HIFs) can be applied. HIFs show a high 

identical genetic background combined with a distinct genetic constitution at the 

genomic region of interest. They can be easily developed from RILs heterozygous at the 

target region (Tuinstra et al., 1997). BMWpop comprises F6 SSD lines, which were 

subsequently advanced as a bulk two times. A mixture of ten individual plants per bulk 

was used for genotyping. This means, bulks that show a heterozygous call at a target 

region are promising sources for already established HIFs. Sister lines of HIFs, which 

differ at the target region, can be intercrossed to build up new mapping populations 

showing genetic recombination within the target QTL region. These populations are 

useful to narrow down the target region in fine-mapping studies. Additionally, the QTL 

phenotype and effect can be accurately investigated in such populations.  

 

3.5 Breeding strategies for resistance to PM, STB, and TS 

Resistance to PM, STB, and TS disease appears to be controlled by numerous QTL with 

varying effect sizes. Most QTL seem to be trait-specific, which means parallel breeding 

for resistance to PM, STB, and TS is feasible. To achieve durable and broad-spectrum 

resistance to PM, STB, and TS, it is recommended to stack qualitative resistance genes, 

such as Pm3a, Stb6, and tsc1, additionally to multiple quantitative resistance loci, such 

as QPm.lfl-6B, QPm.lfl-7D, QStb.lfl-1B, QStb.lfl-2D, QTs.lfl-2D, and QTs.lfl-3D. The major 

genes confer a strong vertical resistance due to their specific and effective interaction 

with pathogens. The quantitative resistance loci confer mainly the horizontal partial 

resistance and are suggested to lead to a more durable resistance in general and to a 

longer durability of race-specific resistance genes (Brun et al., 2010). Pyramiding 

qualitative and quantitative genes can be achieved by classical breeding using MAS, 

which is often time- and labor consuming, or by genome editing. Genome editing 

technologies are currently the most rapid methods to stack multiple resistance genes in a 

single genotype. However, plant breeders in Europe have to consider regulations when 
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using these methods since the judgment of Case C-528/16 in July 2018 (Court of Justice 

of the European Union, 2018).  

Beside trait-specific resistance QTL, which can be easily pyramided, some loci, such as 

on chromosome 1AS and 7AL, are involved in multiple fungal pathogen-wheat 

interactions. It has to be clarified whether these observations depend on linkage of 

multiple strong resistance genes or on pleiotropy with a single gene as key regulator. The 

very distal part of chromosome 1AS is promising to enhance both, resistance to 

biotrophic and necrotrophic pathogens. In this region, the allele of the founder 

‘BAYP4535’ reduced susceptibility and the allele of the founder ‘Bussard’ increased 

infestation regarding PM, STB, and TS (Stadlmeier et al., 2019). This means, breeders 

can use the allele of ‘BAYP4535’ on chromosome 1AS to enhance resistance to all three 

diseases in parallel. In contrast, on the long arm of chromosome 7A contrary allelic 

effects for resistance to PM/STB and TS were found. To deal with such loci in breeding, 

genomic regions of founders, which only marginally influence each disease, should be 

preferred. Thus, the genomic region of the founder ‘Format’ appears to be a good choice 

to circumvent the trade-off between PM/STB and TS on chromosome 7AL. It is likely that 

this region represents a multi-resistance locus as it was associated with the known multi-

resistance locus Pm1/Lr20/Sr15/Rlnn1 (Ouyang et al., 2014). Therefore, a second 

promising approach would be to search for BMWpop lines with recombination in this 

region and to select those, which combine the favorable alleles for resistance to PM, 

STB, and TS. Editing one allele would be a further approach to combine resistance 

alleles at this locus.  

 

3.6 Conclusion 

The eight-founder multiparental advanced generation intercross population BMWpop is a 

valuable plant genetic resource with well-described population properties and an 

appropriate genetic linkage map, which facilitates high precision and power in 

quantitative trait locus mapping. This resource was successfully used to map 23 QTL for 

resistance to PM, STB, and TS and 15 QTL for the agro-morphological traits PH, EET, 

and LAD. QTL mapping for a range of further traits using BMWpop is feasible because of 

the large genetic diversity present in the population. The combination of results from this 

and ongoing studies will allow investigating relationships, including possible trade-offs, 

between various traits, for example between yield and resistance or quality and 

resistance.  
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An eight-founder MAGIC population with a modified mating design has to be considered 

as equivalent to a MAGIC population with an almost fully-realized crossing schema. This 

applies to the extent of population structure, the total and unique number of 

recombination events, the parental genomic proportion, the construction of an 

appropriate genetic linkage map, and high precision QTL mapping. These findings will 

greatly support time and cost efficient MAGIC populations.  

MAGIC populations can be interesting sources for genotypes exhibiting new allelic 

combinations. The inclusion of synthetics in wheat MAGIC population development is 

expected to be useful to integrate novel resistance genes with parallel breakage of 

possible linkage-drags and to increase D genome diversity. Genotypes derived from 

such crosses may be promising lines in the early steps of breeding.  

Resistance to PM, STB, and TS was quantitatively inherited. Most detected QTL were 

trait-specific. This implies that breeding genotypes combining resistance to PM, STB, 

and TS is feasible. The genetic region on chromosome 1AS simultaneously conferred 

resistance to all three diseases and is therefore promising in resistance breeding. The 

alleles at the QTL on chromosome 7AL showed contrary effects for resistance to 

PM/STB and TS. It is likely that this region represents a multi-resistance locus. Further 

efforts should be invested to break linkage of unfavorable allele combinations at this 

locus.  

Several markers associated with pathogen resistance were suggested for validation in an 

independent panel to investigate their potential in MAS and for the development of 

diagnostic markers. 

Multiple candidate genes were identified for resistance QTL. The majority of genes coded 

for proteins, which have been described to be involved in plant immunity. The gene 

products belonged to various protein classes confirming the quantitative and trait-

specific character of the analyzed diseases. This enables the utilization of different 

resistance mechanisms for achieving durable resistance.  
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Multiparent advanced generation intercross (MAGIC) populations were recently

developed to allow the high-resolution mapping of quantitative traits. We present a

genetic linkage map of an elite but highly diverse eight-founder MAGIC population in

common wheat (Triticum aestivum L.). Our MAGIC population is composed of 394

F6:8 recombinant inbred lines lacking significant signatures of population structure. The

linkage map included 5435 SNP markers distributed over 2804 loci and spanning

5230 cM. The analysis of population parameters, including genetic structure, kinship,

founder probabilities, and linkage disequilibrium and congruency to other maps

indicated appropriate construction of both the population and the genetic map. It was

shown that eight-founder MAGIC populations exhibit a greater number of loci and higher

recombination rates, especially in the pericentromeric regions, compared to four-founder

MAGIC, and biparental populations. In addition, our greatly simplified eight-parental

MAGIC mating design with an additional eight-way intercross step was found to be

equivalent to a MAGIC design with all 210 possible four-way crosses regarding the levels

of missing founder assignments and the number of recombination events. Furthermore,

the MAGIC population captured 71.7% of the allelic diversity available in the German

wheat breeding gene pool. As a proof of principle, we demonstrated the application of

the resource for quantitative trait loci mapping analyzing seedling resistance to powdery

mildew. As wheat is a crop with many breeding objectives, this resource will allow

scientists and breeders to carry out genetic studies for a wide range of breeder-relevant

parameters in a single genetic background and reveal possible interactions between

traits of economic importance.

Keywords: multiparental population, SNP, RIL, linkage map, recombination, wheat

INTRODUCTION

In plant breeding, the detection of quantitative trait loci (QTL) is no longer limited by
the availability of genetic marker information and genotyping throughput (Mammadov et al.,
2012; Chen et al., 2014; He et al., 2014; Unterseer et al., 2014; Cui et al., 2017), but
rather by the genetic material employed (Flint-Garcia et al., 2003; Zhu et al., 2008; Asimit
and Zeggini, 2010; Gibson, 2012). In an attempt to counteract this fact, nested association
mapping (NAM) and multiparent advanced generation intercross (MAGIC) populations were
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established. In crops, Mackay and Powell (2007) and Cavanagh
et al. (2008) first discussed the latter population type. In MAGIC
designs, multiple inbred founders are intercrossed several times
in a well-defined order to combine the genetic material of all the
founders in a single line (Cavanagh et al., 2008). This leads to
highly diverse genotypes each with a unique mosaic of founder
alleles. The higher number of parents and recombination events
of a MAGIC population are clear advantages compared to a
classical biparental population, while for both designs pedigree
and genetic structure are well known. In association mapping
(AM) panels, genetic diversity and recombination rates are higher
than in MAGIC designs as these panels take advantage of a
collection of diverse breeding lines. However, the main factor
limiting AM studies is confounding due to population structure
based on sampling effects (Flint-Garcia et al., 2003; Caldwell
et al., 2006; Vilhjálmsson and Nordborg, 2013) which enhances
the risk of detecting false positives (Ewens and Spielman, 2001;
Dickson et al., 2010; Korte and Farlow, 2013). Therefore, MAGIC
populations represent an intermediate to biparental crosses and
diversity panels concerning substructure, allele diversity, the
number of traits that can be investigated, resolution, and power
(Rakshit et al., 2012; Pascual et al., 2016). To date, MAGIC
populations were established in a wide range of various crops
including rice (Bandillo et al., 2013), tomato (Pascual et al.,
2015), fava bean (Sallam and Martsch, 2015), maize (Dell’Acqua
et al., 2015), barley (Sannemann et al., 2015), and sorghum
(Ongom and Ejeta, 2018). In wheat, the first described MAGIC
population was based on four founder genotypes (Huang et al.,
2012). Further wheat MAGIC resources were generated using
eight parents by Mackay et al. (2014) and Sannemann et al.
(2018). A 16 founder wheat MAGIC population was established
in the UK including elite and historical varieties (Fradgley et al.,
2017). It is expected that a higher number of parents and initial
crosses will result in a better dissection of complex traits (Huang
et al., 2012). However, this implies more time and higher costs
for population creation. So far, no study has been published
investigating a MAGIC population design that involved a greatly
reduced number of overall crossings.

Through intensive genetic analysis, we evaluated the impact
of a MAGIC mating design with a greatly reduced number
of overall crossings. First, we explored the genetic structure
of our Bavarian MAGIC wheat population (BMWpop) for the
validation of the crossing procedure. Second, we constructed a
genetic linkage map, which we evaluated through population
parameters and congruency with other maps. For comparative
analysis, we used two other wheat MAGIC maps (Cavanagh
et al., 2013; Gardner et al., 2016), one biparental map (Geyer
et al., 2017), and the IWGSC RefSeq v1.0 (International
Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2018). Recombination
fraction, linkage disequilibrium, and founder probabilities were
used to address population analysis parameters. Third, as a
proof of principle, we demonstrated the application of the
resource for QTL mapping using the trait seedling resistance
to powdery mildew. The described genetic material will be
shared with the scientific community upon request. It will
enable scientists and breeders to carry out genetic studies for
a wide range of economically relevant winter wheat breeding

traits in a single genetic background and to reveal possible
interactions.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Plant Material and Population
Development
Eight winter wheat lines ‘Event’ (A), ‘Format’ (B), ‘BAYP4535’
(C), ‘Potenzial’ (D), ‘Ambition’ (E), ‘Bussard’ (F), ‘Firl3565’ (G),
and ‘Julius’ (H) were selected as founders of an eight-wayMAGIC
population based on the following criteria: (i) variation for
disease resistance, quality, and agronomic traits, (ii) derivation
from diverse breeding programs, and (iii) importance within the
respective quality group (Table 1). All founders originated from
wheat breeders in Germany except for the variety ‘Ambition’,
which emerged from the Nordic Seed (Denmark) breeding
program. To create F1 seed, one ear per plant was used in
four two-way crosses (AB, CD, EF, and GH) (Figure 1). Out
of each of the four two-way crosses, one randomly selected
F1 seed was raised and two ears per plant were further mated
to four-way crosses (ABCD and EFGH). Out of 32 available
four-way crosses, sixteen independent plants were selected and
crossed, to obtain eight F1 populations that involved four
reciprocal cross combinations (ABCDEFGH and EFGHABCD).
The four eight-way crosses were further hybridized with the
four reciprocal eight-way crosses for establishing 16 eight-way
intercross combinations (ABCDEFGH/EFGHABCD). The term
‘MAGIC group 1–16’, as used hereinafter, refers to these 16
subpopulations. The F1 seeds of BMWpop were progressed to the
F6 generation via single seed descent followed by two generations
of bulk propagation in the field. The crossing procedure started
in June 2009, and was completed in December 2010 followed by
5 years it took to self the plants to F6:8 recombinant inbred lines
(RILs).

DNA Extraction and Genotyping
Ten individual primary leaves of each one of the 394 F6:8
RILs and all eight founders were harvested, pooled and freeze-
dried. Genomic DNA was extracted according to the procedure
described by Plaschke et al. (1995). All lines including the
parents repeated twice were genotyped using the 15K + 5K
Infinium R© iSelect R© array containing 17267 single nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) markers provided as a service by the
company TraitGenetics (Gatersleben, Germany). The array
combines markers from the 90K iSelect array (Wang et al.,
2014) and the 820K Axiom R© array (Winfield et al., 2016). The
population was further genotyped with a functional PCR marker
for powdery mildew resistance allele Pm3a (Tommasini et al.,
2006) since the parent ‘BAYP4535’ is known to carry that gene.

Marker Filtering
The filtering of the genotypic data was carried out with
the synbreed package V0.12-6 (Wimmer et al., 2012) in R
(R Core Team, 2017). First, all markers were excludedwhichwere
monomorphic for the population and for the founders. Further
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TABLE 1 | Classification of founder lines of the eight-parent Bavarian MAGIC winter wheat population.

Founder line Quality Resistance Breeder Registration period

Groupc GPCd Yielde PMf LRf STBf

Eventa E 6 7/5 3 4 6 Saatzucht Josef Breun 2009–2015

Formata A 8 6/6 5 5 4 Saatzucht Schweiger 2007–2013

BAYP4535b C n.d. 7/7 2 2 4 LfL Not released

Potenziala A 5 7/7 2 4 5 Deutsche Saatveredelung 2006–present

Ambitiona,b C 4 6/7 2 5 4 Nordic Seed 2003–2012

Bussarda E 8 2/3 4 7 6 KWS Lochow 1990–present

Firl3565b A 4 6/7 4 5 4 Saatzucht Firlbeck Not released

Juliusa B 4 8/8 3 3 3 KWS Lochow 2008–present

aBased on the descriptive variety list of the Federal Plant Variety Office 2009 (www.bundessortenamt.de).
bBased on the assessment of the Bavarian Research Center for Agriculture (LfL).
cQuality group (bread-making): E (excellent), A (high), B (medium), and C (low/other use).
dGrain protein content: 1 (low) – 9 (high).
eGrain yield without growth regulator and fungicide treatment/at high production intensity: 1 (low) – 9 (high).
fPM (Powdery mildew), LR (Leaf rust), STB (Septoria tritici blotch); rating score: 1 (no disease) – 9 (severe disease).

n.d., not determined.

FIGURE 1 | Crossing scheme based on Cavanagh et al. (2008) of the eight-founder BMWpop. (A) ‘Event’, (B) ‘Format’, (C) ‘BAYP4535’, (D) ‘Potenzial’, (E)

‘Ambition’, (F) ‘Bussard’, (G) ‘Firl3565’, (H) ‘Julius’.

markers were removed based on the following conditions: (i)
missing data ≥ 5%, (ii) minor allele frequency ≤ 5%, (iii)
duplicated segregation pattern (marker with the lowest number
of missing data was kept), (iv) missing and heterozygous data

in founders and (v) different allele calls between the double-
genotyped founders. Markers exhibiting segregation distortion
were left in the data set, as segregation distortion does not affect
recombination fractions (Kjær et al., 1995).
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Population Validation
The genotypic validation of BMWpop was based on a
subset of 6717 markers (selection procedure see section ‘2.2
Marker Filtering’). The population structure was investigated
with a principle coordinates analysis (PCoA) based on Roger’s
distance matrix in R/ape V5.0 (Paradis et al., 2004). The kinship
matrix K was calculated with the R package Genomic Association
and Prediction Integrated Tool (GAPIT Tool 3.0) (Lipka et al.,
2012) using the method of VanRaden (2008). Furthermore,
we examined the proportion of heterozygote allele calls i.e.,
the combination of the heterozygosity of each plant and the
segregation of the allele within the ten bulked plants of the
F6:8 lines. The deviation of the observed segregation from the
expected ratio of each marker was analyzed after setting all
heterozygous data to missing. The multipoint probability of each
locus that the observed genotype was inherited from one of
the eight founders was calculated based on haplotype structure
using the function ‘mpprob’ implemented in R/mpMap V2.0.2
(Huang and George, 2011). The threshold to determine the
parental origin of an allele was set to 0.7. This threshold allowed
us to compare the proportion of missing founder probabilities
and the number of recombination events with other studies.
The number of recombination events in the RILs of BMWpop
was compared to the recombination events in the eight-founder
MAGIC population NIAB 2015 (Gardner et al., 2016), the four-
founder MAGIC design 9kMAGIC (Cavanagh et al., 2013), and
the biparental backcross population L19 BC1 (Geyer et al., 2017).
Information about the population size and type, the generation
of the lines, and the genotyping platform used of the populations
mentioned above is given in Table 2. Recombination events of
RILs in all MAGIC populations were recognized by the change
of the origin of parental alleles along the chromosome, whereas
in the L19 BC1 lines the change of allele calls from heterozygote
to homozygote along the chromosome and vice versa was
assessed. Genome-wide recombination counts were available for
9kMAGIC (Huang et al., 2012), whereas for NIAB 2015 data
were only published for chromosome 3B. The allelic diversity
captured in BMWpop was compared to a panel of 524 common
wheat breeding lines provided by six breeding companies (Geyer
et al., 2016). This genetic library represents well the germplasm
of the German wheat breeding pool and was genotyped with the
Illumina R© Infinium R© 15 k SNP array representing a subset of
markers of the 15K + 5K Infinium R© iSelect R© array.

Map Construction
The construction of the genetic map was based on the two
R packages mpMap V2.0.2 (Huang and George, 2011) and
mpMap2 V0.0.31,2. Unless otherwise stated, the functions used
were from the mpMap package. Heterozygous calls were set
to missing. A recombination fraction (rf) matrix between all
pairs of markers was calculated using the function ‘estimateRF’
in the package mpMap2 at default settings. The estimation of
the rf matrix was based on identical by descent probabilities
given in Broman (2005). Markers were grouped to 200 linkage

1https://github.com/rohan-shah/mpMap2Paper
2https://github.com/rohan-shah/mpMap2

groups using ‘mpgroup’ function. The linkage groups were
assigned to chromosomes based on the information of published
maps (Cavanagh et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014; Marcotuli
et al., 2017). Within linkage groups, markers were ordered
in two steps using two-point ordering: First, an overall path
order was constructed to minimize total map length using the
‘mporder’ function; second, fine ordering was performed based
on the overall path order using the ‘orderCross’ function in
mpMap2. All linkage groups belonging to the same chromosome
were merged based on the consensus map of Cavanagh
et al. (2013). Finally, the validity of the marker order over
the whole chromosome was examined using the R/qtl ripple
function implemented in the ‘mporder’ function. Genetic map
distances were calculated using Haldane mapping function using
‘computemap’.

Map Validation
Chromosome length and number of markers and loci were
compared to the wheat genetic maps of NIAB 2015, 9kMAGIC,
and L19 BC1 populations. The congruency of marker order was
assessed in relation to the three above-mentioned genetic maps
and to the physical marker positions of IWGSC RefSeq v1.0
(International Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium, 2018)
employing a set of markers common between BMWpop and the
respective other population.

The rf heatmaps (R/lattice V0.20-35; Sarkar, 2008) were used
to visualize marker order. Linkage disequilibrium (LD) was
estimated as the squared correlation coefficient between markers
using R/genetics V1.3.8.1 (Warnes et al., 2013). The extent of LD
decay was analyzed similar to Breseghello and Sorrells (2006): a
population-specific r2 value was determined at the 95th percentile
of the square root transformed r2 value distribution for unlinked
markers. r2 values above this threshold were expected to be
caused by genetic linkage. A least square regression (loess) curve
was fitted to the LD decay estimation using a smoothing span
parameter of 0.10 (R/stats V3.4.3, R Core Team, 2017).

QTL Mapping
Two independent trials were conducted for powdery mildew
(PM) seedling resistance in the glasshouse under controlled
conditions with a mean relative humidity of 67%, a temperature
of 18◦C, and 16 h of light per day. For each experiment, the
population and the eight founders were sown in multi pot plates
in a randomized complete block design with two replicates each.
After the primary leaf emerged up to a length of 5 cm, the
plants were inoculated with a B. graminis tritici isolate mixture
by evenly shaking conidia of heavily infected wheat seedlings
above the trial. The isolate mixture consisted of two isolates with
virulence to the resistance genes Pm2, Pm4b, Pm5a, Pm6, and
Pm8 (Mohler et al., 2013). Disease reaction was scored from
1 (no symptoms) to 9 (susceptible) 2 weeks after inoculation.
The assessment was based on ten plants per genotype and
replicate.

Phenotypic data were adjusted in R/lme4 V1.1-14 (Bates et al.,
2014) based on the following model:

yijk = µ + gi + lj + glij + rkj + eijk (1)
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TABLE 2 | Description of BMWpop and reference populations and linkage map summary statistics.

BMWpop NIAB 2015a 9kMAGICb L19 BC1c

Population type 8-founder MAGIC 8-founder MAGIC 4-founder MAGIC Biparental

Generation F6:8 F4:5 F6 BC1

Population size 394 643 1440 230

SNP array 20k 80k 9k 20k

Total marker number 5436 18601 4300 2100

Marker number A genome 2185 6832 2055 967

Marker number B genome 2603 9388 1944 906

Marker number D genome 648 2381 301 227

Min number/chromosome 35 80 14 9

Max number/chromosome 483 2327 451 231

Total chromosome length 5230 5405 3522 2823

Chromosome length A genome 2012 2009 1420 1283

Chromosome length B genome 2070 2108 1405 1109

Chromosome length D genome 1149 1287 697 579

Min chromosome length 87 126 44 30

Max chromosome length 390 386 300 219

Total loci number 2804 4578 1813 1920

Loci A genome 1126 1892 798 874

Loci B genome 1327 2160 878 838

Loci D genome 351 526 137 208

Min loci/chromosome 25 39 11 9

Max loci/chromosome 248 452 202 209

Mean recombination event/RIL 73 –d 37 53

Range recombination event/RIL 49–100 –d 1–80 23–126

aMackay et al., 2014; Gardner et al., 2016.
bHuang et al., 2012; Cavanagh et al., 2013.
cGeyer et al., 2017.
dNo whole genome data available, only for chromosome 3B.

where yijk is the trait observation, µ is the overall mean, gi is the
fixed effect of genotype i, lj is the random effect of the trial j, glij
is the random interaction effect of genotype i with trial j, rkj is
the random effect of replication k nested within trial j, and eijk is
the random residual error. To obtain variance components, the
genotype was fitted as random. Heritability was estimated on a
progeny mean basis according to Hallauer and Miranda (1981).

The QTL mapping was carried out using the mpMap
package V2.0.2. Simple interval mapping was based on founder
probabilities computed as mentioned above (2.4 Population
validation). The function ‘mpIM’ was used for mapping. QTL
were detected at a genome-wide significance threshold of
α < 0.001. The threshold was derived from an empirically
null distribution with 1000 simulation runs similar to Churchill
and Doerge (1994). All detected QTL of the base model
were simultaneously fitted in a full model using the function
‘fit’. From this model fit, only QTL were kept with a
p-value < 0.05 and the full model was fitted again to
obtain additive founder effects relative to Julius and the
phenotypic variance explained (R2) by individual QTL. The
QTL support interval (S.I.) was defined as the map distance
in cM surrounding a QTL peak at a -log10(p) drop of
±1.0. The designation of QTL followed the recommended
rules for gene symbolization in wheat (McIntosh et al.,
2013).

Data and Material Availability
All raw genotypic data and the complete pedigree traceable to
two-way crosses are publicly available at http://doi.org/10.14459/
2018mp1435172. Seed of all 394 RILs of BMWpop and the eight
founders are available for non-commercial use upon request from
the Bavarian State Research Center for Agriculture (Freising,
Germany).

RESULTS

Construction of the MAGIC Population
The crossing design of the MAGIC population was greatly
simplified compared to the maximum number of possible
crosses (Mackay et al., 2014); however, it involved an additional
eight-way intercross step. Any developed line can be sourced
to one of the 16 eight-way intercrosses (MAGIC group 1-
16). The RILs built up MAGIC groups of 13 to 58 lines
with an average size of 32 lines. Altogether 972 seeds,
each representing a unique genotype, were generated during
MAGIC crossing procedure. Five hundred sixteen lines were
advanced to F6:8 generation and a number of 394 lines
were selected based on sufficient seed availability for field
trials and suitability for experiments in the agricultural
environment.
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FIGURE 2 | Heterozygosity and proportion of missing marker data of RILs (A), and the segregation ratio of major and minor allele per marker (B).

Genotypic Data Analysis
Of the 17267 SNP markers available on the 15K + 5K Infinium R©

iSelect R© array, 11426 markers (66.2%) were segregating in the
population. After marker filtering 6738 SNPs (58.8%) remained.
Since founder lines were genotyped twice, a genotyping error rate
of 0.1% could be observed. Twenty-two markers were found to
be polymorphic in the population but not in the founders. These
markers were also excluded from the data set, and a total number
of 6716 codominant SNPmarkers and one dominant PCRmarker
remained for further analysis. The percentage of missing marker
data per line was in the range of 0.0–9.5%, with an overall mean
of 0.3% (Figure 2A). The four lines ‘BMW2329’, ‘BMW2429’,
‘BMW2151’, and ‘BMW2120’ showed the highest proportion
of missing allele calls (Figure 2A). The mean proportion of
heterozygote allele calls of the bulk of ten plants per MAGIC
RIL was 0.8%. RIL ‘BMW2275’ showed an unexpected high level
of heterozygote allele calls of 19.3%, but also three of the four
above-mentioned lines had higher proportions of heterozygote
calls (Figure 2A). The deviation of the observed segregation from
the expected ratio followed a normal distribution with a mean
of -0.01 (Figure 2B). The range of the deviation was from -0.32
to 0.26. A total of 71.7% of markers segregating in a diversity
panel described by Geyer et al. (2016) were also polymorphic in
BMWpop.

Structure of the MAGIC Population
The first two principle coordinates of the PCoA accounted for
2.7 and 2.3% of the molecular variation, respectively (Figure 3).
Individuals of MAGIC groups with the same paternal crossing
partner in the 8-way × 8-way cross showed a weak clustering.
The kinship showed that all lines were relatives and that there

was no kinship structure present although lines built up some
more related groups (Supplementary Figure S1). Thus, analyses
revealed a mild population structure. Average congruency of the
marker pattern between all lines was 62.8%. The range of the
similarity of the marker pattern of two lines was from 52.2 to
97.6%. The genome-wide founder contributions in BMWpop
were analyzed with haplotype probabilities using a threshold
of 0.7. Based on the threshold setting, different proportions
of founder probabilities per chromosome remained unknown
(Figure 4). The average amount of missing founder contribution
over the whole genome was 31.6%, ranging from 16.0% on
chromosome 6B to 70.3% on chromosome 4D with average
values of 26.0, 28.2, and 40.5% for the A, B, and D genomes,
respectively. Generally, all eight parental genomes contributed
to all chromosomes except for chromosome 4D. Based on an
eight-founder crossing scheme as used in this study, each founder
genome is expected to be represented by 12.5% in the population.
In BMWpop, the average founder contribution varied from 7.0 to
9.6%. Generally, for the 18 chromosomes with higher explained
contributions (Figure 4), the probability explained by the eight
founders was quite equally distributed except for chromosome
2B. Here, the parent ‘Firl3565’ was underrepresented with 0.1%,
whereas ‘BAYP4535’ was overrepresented with 17.8%.

Genetic Map Construction
In total, 5436 markers were assigned to the 21 wheat
chromosomes. Summary statistics are shown in Table 2.
The complete genetic map of BMWpop is presented in
Supplementary Table S1. The majority of markers of 40.2 and
47.9% were mapped to the A and B genomes, respectively. Only
11.9% of markers were located on the D genome. The number
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FIGURE 3 | Population structure based on 6717 markers. Genotypes belonging to one of the 16 MAGIC groups are distinguished by color and symbol. The color

represents the female crossing partner and the symbol represents the male crossing partner in the 8-way × 8-way crossing step.

FIGURE 4 | Genome-wide founder representation in the 394 eight-parent MAGIC RILs.

of markers per chromosome varied between 35 on chromosome
4D and 483 on chromosome 5B. The total linkage map spanned
5230 cM. The A and B genomes contributed equally to the

map length with 38.4 and 39.6%, respectively, whereas the D
genome had only a share of 22.0%. The individual chromosome
length ranged from 87.0 cM for chromosome 4D to 389.6 cM
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for chromosome 7A. Average chromosome length was 287.4 cM,
295.7 cM, and 164.1 cM for the A, B, andD genomes, respectively.
More than half of themappedmarkers (2804) represented unique
sites across the genome (A genome: 40.2%; B genome: 47.3%;
D genome: 12.5%). The number of loci per chromosome was
between 25 on chromosome 4D and 248 on chromosome 3B. The
average locus distance on the A, B, and D genome was 1.8, 1.6,
and 3.3 cM, respectively. A major gap of 53.9 cM was present in
the pericentromeric region of chromosome 3A (Supplementary

Figure S2, Chromosome 3A). In this region, no markers could
be mapped because all markers associated with this region were
monomorphic between the eight founder lines.

Map Comparisons
Table 2 summarizes the comparison of BMWpop linkage map to
three other maps. The eight-founder MAGIC map NIAB 2015
included 3.4× higher number of markers, whereas the maps of
the four-founder 9kMAGIC population and the biparental L19
BC1 progeny had 0.8 and 0.4 as many markers, respectively.
However, when considering the number of loci, the difference
between NIAB 2015 and BMWpop was reduced to 1.6×. The
two other maps showed 0.6 (9kMAGIC) and 0.7 (L19 BC1) as
many loci. Both eight-founder MAGIC maps showed a similar
total map length. The 9kMAGIC and L19 BC1 maps were 0.3×
and 0.5× shorter, respectively. With respect to the sub-genome
level, a similar trend for all investigated parameters was observed
(Table 2).

In general, the marker order compared to the other
three genetic maps, especially NIAB 2015, and the IWGSC
RefSeq v1.0, was similar (Supplementary Figure S2). In some
instances, local marker order was inverted compared to NIAB
2015 (Supplementary Figure S2, Chromosome 2B, panel B).
Comparison of the D genome to 9kMAGIC and L19 BC1
was challenging due to an overall low marker number which
limited the number of common markers required for the
analysis (Supplementary Figure S2, Chromosome 3D, panel
C,D). The comparison with the physical map clearly indicated
lower recombination rates in the centromeric region of all
chromosomes (Supplementary Figure S2, Chromosome 2A,
panel A) except for chromosomes 3B, 5B, and 6B. In the
three MAGIC populations, a similar coverage of marker loci
was observed near the centromere (Supplementary Figure S2,
Chromosome 2A, panel B,C), compared to a strong reduction
in L19 BC1 (Supplementary Figure S2, Chromosome 2A, panel
D). Further examination of marker order had the following
outcomes: First, chromosome 6B showed low recombination
rates in the region between 74.4 cM and 103.0 cM. This
corresponds to approximately half of the length of the
comparable region in NIAB 2015 that ranged from 101.1 cM
to 167.8 cM (Supplementary Figure S2, Chromosome 6B,
panel B). Second, there was an inversion on the long arm
of chromosome 5D compared to NIAB 2015 (Supplementary

Figure S2, Chromosome 5D, panel B), but not compared to
the physical position and the consensus map of Wang et al.
(2014) (Supplementary Figure S3). The average number of
recombination events per RIL of BMWpop was 73.0, with values
ranging from 49 to 100 (Table 2). There were 2x as many

recombination events per line compared to four-founderMAGIC
genotypes but just 1.4× as many compared to L19 BC1. For all
populations except for the biparental one, average experimental
recombination events lagged far behind simulated ones based on
a wheat consensus map (Somers et al., 2004) with a total length
of ∼2500 cM (Huang et al., 2012). BMWpop, 9kMAGIC, and
L19 BC1 showed 71.6, 48.1, and 103.9% of the simulated average
recombination number, respectively.

Linkage Map Validation
The overall heatmap of the recombination fraction matrix
(Supplementary Figure S4) showed a clear diagonal. The analysis
of individual chromosomes reflected the signatures for correctly
mapped A, B, and D genomes (Supplementary Figure S5;
Gardner et al., 2016). The A and B genome chromosomes
showed a distinct diagonal with small-sized tightly linked blocks
(Supplementary Figure S5, Chromosome 5, panel A). In some
cases, the markers around the centromeric region were all closely
linked leading to bigger-sized blocks (Supplementary Figure S5,
Chromosome 7, panel A). An extreme case of this was seen for
chromosome 6B (Supplementary Figure S5, Chromosome 6,
panel B). This result confirmed the already described truncated
map length around the centromeric region of this chromosome
(see “Map Comparison”). The rf heatmaps of the D genome
chromosomes (Supplementary Figure S5, Chromosome 7, panel
C) showed a limited number of blocks.

Plots of LD showed a clear pattern of intra-chromosomal
LD decay in BMWpop for the genome and for the individual
chromosomes (Supplementary Figures S6, S7). The mean LD
for the genome decreased to r2 < 0.2 within 9.3 cM. Individual
chromosome LD decay to r2 < 0.2 ranged from 3.5 cM
(chromosome 6D) to 18.5 cM (chromosome 7D). To consider
LD between loci due to genetic linkage the r2 critical population-
specific threshold was 0.017. Thus for the genome, markers were
assumed to be genetically linked within a distance of 68.6 cM.

Powdery Mildew QTL
The repeatability of PM trials was 81.3 and 81.9% with a
correlation between the trials of 0.8 (Supplementary Table S2).
The residuals of the adjusted means followed a normal
distribution (Supplementary Figure S8A), a prerequisite for
appropriate QTL mapping. The progeny mean was not
significantly different (p < 0.05) from the parental mean
(Supplementary Table S2). The adjustedmeans (Supplementary

Table S3) did not follow a normal distribution but rather
showed a bimodal distribution (Supplementary Figure S8B).
The heritability estimate was high with 93.0% (Supplementary

Table S2). Five QTL were detected in simple interval mapping
explaining 72.5% of the total phenotypic variance (Table 3). The
individual R2 values ranged from 4.5 to 34.1%. The support
interval for all QTL was between 0 and 9 cM. The strongest
QTL QPm.lfl-1A explained 34.1% of the phenotypic variance and
coincided with the functional marker for the Pm3a gene. The
resistance allele was inherited from ‘BAYP4535’, which is the
only founder carrying this gene, and reduced disease severity
by 3.6 grades on a scale of 1–9. The QTL on chromosomes 6B
and 7A had also high -log(p) values and accounted for 17.4 and
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TABLE 3 | QTL for seedling resistance to powdery mildew (PM) in BMWpop.

Trait QTL Chr. Pos. (cM) S.I. (cM) P-value R2∗

Eff(A) Eff(B) Eff(C) Eff(D) Eff(E) Eff(F) Eff(G)

PM [1–9] 72.5

QPm.lfl-1A 1A 3 3–3 0.0E+00 34.1 0.1 −3.6 0.1 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.8

QPm.lfl-1B 1B 142 138–146 4.1E-05 4.5 −1.5 −1.8 −1.4 −1.2 −2.4 −1.2 −1.8

QPm.lfl-4A 4A 162 160–169 1.2E-08 6.6 −0.1 −1.2 −0.6 0.5 0.0 −0.9 0.1

QPm.lfl-6B 6B 177 177–177 0.0E+00 17.4 −3.2 0.5 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.2

QPm.lfl-7A 7A 379 375–380 0.0E+00 18.3 −0.3 0.2 −2.8 0.0 0.1 −0.1 −0.3

Chromosome (Chr.), position (Pos.), support interval (S.I.), p-value, proportion of phenotypic variance explained (R2), and additive effects (Eff) of the founders Event (A),

BAYP4535 (B), Ambition (C), Firl3565 (D), Format (E), Potenzial (F), and Bussard (G) relative to Julius are presented.
∗The explained phenotypic variance of the model fitting all detected QTL simultaneously is presented in bold above the individual R2 values for each QTL.

18.3%, respectively, of the variation for PM. The alleles reducing
disease severity at QPm.lfl-6B and QPm.lfl-7A were contributed
by ‘Event’ and ‘Ambition’, respectively. The QTL QPm.lfl-1B
explained 4.5% of the phenotypic variance with all founder effects
being negative relative to the parent Julius, whereas four parental
lines decreased disease severity for QPm.lfl-4A.

DISCUSSION

A full eight-founder MAGIC crossing design is built up of 28
two-way crosses, 210 four-way crosses, and 315 eight-way crosses
(Mackay et al., 2014). Starting with just four two-way crosses,
32 four-way crosses and eight eight-way crosses our mating
design was greatly reduced but it involved sixteen additional
eight-way intercrosses to compensate for the low number of
overall crosses. We evaluated possible effects of this crossing
design on population structure, number of recombination
events, genetic map construction, founder probabilities, and QTL
mapping.

Our greatly simplified MAGIC design and the small
population size of 394 RILs did not cause a considerable structure
in the population as indicated by population structure and
kinship analyses (Figure 1 and Supplementary Figure S1).
This notwithstanding, we observed a negligible impact of the
male eight-way intercrossing partner. Possible biased maternal
effects (Donohue, 2009; Roach and Wulff, 1987) cannot be
ruled out as in our simplified crossing design the parent
Event was the ultimate female parent of all 394 RILs. Another
parameter that could have been affected is the number of
recombination events. Based on a simulation model, the number
of recombination events per RIL in a population is expected
to increase with the number of founders and the number of
crosses involved (Huang et al., 2012; Ladejobi et al., 2016). The
average number of 73 recombination events per line in BMWpop
compared to 37 in a four-founder MAGIC population (Table 2)
supported the assumption of the simulation model. Despite this,
the experimentally derived number of recombination events
lagged for both MAGIC populations behind the simulated ones,
possibly due to partially informative SNPs and missing founder
assignments. This drawback of MAGIC designs was already
described in other studies that used mating designs with a
higher number of crosses (Huang et al., 2012; Sannemann
et al., 2015; Gardner et al., 2016). A similar number of 1.6

and 1.8 recombination events per line per Morgan was detected
on chromosome 3B for NIAB 2015 (Gardner et al., 2016)
and BMWpop, respectively. Despite this observation, which
is limited to a single chromosome, it could be still possible
that in a simplified MAGIC mating design a lower number
of unique recombinations is available. A simplified MAGIC
design could also have led to lower accuracy in estimation
of the rf matrix, which in turn would have adversely affected
genetic map construction. Nevertheless, of 6717 markers passing
quality control, 5436 markers were mapped to the 21 wheat
chromosomes. The rf heatmaps (Supplementary Figures S4, S5),
and the agreement of BMWpop map to other genetic maps and
the IWGSC RefSeq v1.0 (Supplementary Figure S2) supported
the appropriateness of marker ordering. Of the 1281 unmapped
markers, the largest share of 49.3 and 36.0% was rejected due to
too many missing values (>20%) in the rf matrix and marker
ordering, respectively. The trivialization of both criteria resulted
in incorrect marker order and artificially increased map length.
Therefore, to ensure accurate mapping in BMWpop, strict quality
control of the rf matrix and extensive manual curation during
the mapping process was carried out. Similar conclusions were
reported by Gardner et al. (2016) who used an almost fully
realized mating design for MAGIC population creation. A valid
genetic map and a sufficient number of recombinations are
prerequisites for the determination of the parental origin of
an allele. Increasing the number of crosses and progenies in
a MAGIC population would increase the possible number of
recombination events and could reduce the amount of missing
founder assignments. However, the genome-wide proportion of
missing haplotype data of our greatly reduced mating design
compared to the mating design of NIAB 2015 with 643 RILs
was similar with 17.3 and 18.6%, respectively. Therefore, it
appears that a higher number of crosses will not enhance the
proportion of alleles assigned to parental origin. Since founder
assignments are based on haplotypes, increasing the number of
unique founder haplotypes would considerably improve founder
assignment. This aim may be achieved for example by using a
higher number of SNP markers, including multiallelic marker
systems, or new approaches to construct the haplotypes (Gabriel
et al., 2002; Pook et al., 2018). Additionally, to keep the error
rate low the threshold to determine the parental origin of an
allele needs to be set in the upper range strengthening missing
founder assignments. Beside technical issues, there could be
also genetic reasons for missing founder probabilities such as
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a narrow genetic distance of the founder lines. Simulation
studies showed that for randomly selected founders in an eight-
founder MAGIC population 73.7% of the loci were polymorphic
(Ladejobi et al., 2016). This proportion could be increased to
91.6% if the founders were selected based on a maximized
number of segregating alleles. The captured allelic diversity of
71.7% in BMWpop indicated that our founders were selected
randomly in terms of allelic diversity and a higher degree
of polymorphism may have been possible by choosing other
parents. The monomorphic region on chromosome 3A of
BMWpop supported this finding as lines being polymorphic
in this region are available in a German wheat breeding
panel (Geyer et al., 2016; data not shown). Finally, the above-
mentioned limitations could have touched the dissection of the
genetic architecture of seedling resistance to powdery mildew.
However, limitations of QTL analysis could not be observed
in this study. Three major and two minor QTL with a total
explained phenotypic variance of 72.5% were identified (Table 3).
Additionally, the small support intervals of 0–9 cM obtained
provided further evidence for appropriate QTL mapping. The
successful genetic analysis of a complex trait demonstrated
that our genetic material employed is useful for further gene
mapping studies. As MAGIC designs combine the genetic
material of several founders, it is possible to investigate multiple
traits simultaneously which is usually limited in biparental
populations particularly when adapted germplasm is used. Our
future work will show whether the genetic analysis of a broad
range of traits reveal, from a breeder’s perspective, desirable
or undesirable genetic relationships which are expected to be
described with great accuracy and reliability as suggested by our
QTL analysis.

CONCLUSION

It appears that a greatly reduced MAGIC mating design
including an additional eight-way intercross step is equivalent
to an almost full design. This refers to the total number of
recombination events, the ability to construct an appropriate
genetic map, and the proportion of missing founder
assignments. Furthermore, we could show that QTL mapping
for seedling resistance to powdery mildew was successful
in the background of this simplified eight-founder MAGIC
design. These findings are of great importance for researchers
and scientists working on multiparental populations as the
effort of developing such a population can be significantly
reduced. The eight-founder BMWpop and its genetic linkage
map is a valuable genetic resource that could allow scientists
and breeders to carry out genetic studies for a wide

range of breeder-relevant parameters in a single genetic
background.
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ABSTRACT Bread wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is one of the world’s most important crop species. The

development of new varieties resistant to multiple pathogens is an ongoing task in wheat breeding,

especially in times of increasing demand for sustainable agricultural practices. Despite this, little is

known about the relations between various fungal disease resistances at the genetic level, and the

possible consequences for wheat breeding strategies. As a first step to fill this gap, we analyzed the

genetic relations of resistance to the three fungal diseases – powdery mildew (PM), septoria tritici

blotch (STB), and tan spot (TS) – using a winter wheat multiparent advanced generation intercross

population. Six, seven, and nine QTL for resistance to PM, STB, and TS, respectively, were genetically

mapped. Additionally, 15 QTL were identified for the three agro-morphological traits plant height, ear

emergence time, and leaf angle distribution. Our results suggest that resistance to STB and TS on chro-

mosome 2B is conferred by the same genetic region. Furthermore, we identified two genetic regions on

chromosome 1AS and 7AL, which are associated with all three diseases, but not always in a synchronal

manner. Based on our results, we conclude that parallel marker-assisted breeding for resistance to the

fungal diseases PM, STB, and TS appears feasible. Knowledge of the genetic co-localization of alleles with

contrasting effects for different diseases, such as on chromosome 7AL, allows the trade-offs of selection of

these regions to be better understood, and ultimately determined at the genic level.
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Common wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) is the most important food

crop in the European Union with a total share of near half of cereal

production (Eurostat 2017). Wheat grain yields can be extremely neg-

atively influenced by abiotic factors like nutrient availability (van der

Bom et al. 2017) and extreme weather events such as drought, heat,

and heavy rainfall (Trnka et al. 2014). In addition, biotic constraints

like plant pathogens, insects, and weeds can lead to severe yield losses

despite the use of fungicides, insecticides, and herbicides (Singh et al.

2016; Deutsch et al. 2018). Therefore, and especially in times of an

increasing demand for sustainable agriculture (European Parliament

2009, Altieri 2018), the development of improved wheat cultivars

must address resistance to diseases in addition to primary breeding

targets such as grain yield and quality. In Germany, new winter wheat

cultivars need to pass a three-year evaluation, including assess-

ment of disease resistance, before achieving registration as a new

marketable variety. Among other fungal pathogens, wheat suscep-

tibility to Blumeria graminis (the causal agent of powderymildew, PM),

Zymoseptoria tritici (septoria tritici blotch, STB), and Pyrenophora

tritici-repentis (tan spot, TS) is assessed during registration trials

(Bundessortenamt 2016).

B. graminis is an obligate biotrophic fungus that reproduces only

on living cell tissue and infects wheat from the seedling stage to ear

emergence. The infection not only adversely impacts quality param-

eters, due to altered composition of the grain content and depletion of

carbohydrate reserves, but also yield components such as thousand

kernel weight (Gao et al. 2018). Currently,more than 100 PMresistance
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alleles are described in the literature, distributed over almost all

21 wheat chromosomes (Buerstmayr et al. 2016; Li et al. 2018). In

addition, genetic studies have identified at least 119 quantitative

trait loci (QTL) associated with adult plant resistance to PM (Li et al.

2014). Despite the large number of known PM resistance genes and

QTL, the need to breed new resistant varieties is an ongoing task,

as the pathogen possesses a diverse haplotype pool that underpins

continual adaption of the fungus to improvements in host genetic

resistance (Wicker et al. 2013).

STB, caused by the necrotrophic fungus Z. tritici, is one of the most

damaging fungal diseases in regions with humid climates (Fones and

Gurr 2015). Infection via wind-dispersed ascospores, which originate

from stubble and wheat volunteers, takes place during early wheat

developmental stages (Suffert et al. 2011). In a second stage of the

fungal life cycle, infection mainly occurs by splash-dispersed pyc-

nidiospores from basal leaf layers (Suffert et al. 2011). The long latent

period, which typically lasts 3-4 weeks, makes it difficult for farmers

to react sufficiently early to STB infection (Orton et al. 2011). In addi-

tion the intensive use of fungicides for controlling STB increases prob-

lems with fungicide resistance. In recent years, target site mutations

have been found to evolve in the Z. tritici populations to commonly

used fungicide groups including azoles, succinate dehydrogenase

inhibitors, and strobilurins, providing increasing problems with

effective control (Jørgensen et al. 2018). Genetic analyses investi-

gating STB resistance have previously identified 21major genes and at

least 89 QTL (Brown et al. 2015). Despite this, there is still a lack of a

broad range of commercially relevant wheat germplasms which show

adequate resistance to Z. tritici infection (O’Driscoll et al. 2014).

Another economically significant residue-bornwheat diseaseworld-

wide isTS, causedby thenecrotrophic fungusP. tritici-repentis. Reduced

tillage and retaining stubble, which are partly practices to stabilize the

soil in sustainable agricultural approaches, increase the risk of infection

due to the presence of P. tritici-repentis spores in stubble from previous

season crops (Bockus and Shroyer 1998). The main symptoms are

yellowish brown leaf spots surrounded by chlorotic and necrotic areas

(Lamari and Bernier 1989). Disease development results in coalescence

of spots, and consequently in a reduced assimilation rate and yield

losses (Faris et al. 2013). The symptoms are mainly associated with

the three P. tritici-repentis necrotrophic fungal protein effectors ToxA,

ToxB, and ToxC (Strelkov and Lamari 2003), with further effectors

also thought to be involved (Faris et al. 2013). Based on the ability of

P. tritici-repentis to produce these three virulence factors, isolates are

classified into eight different races (Strelkov and Lamari 2003). In

wheat, allelic variation at the three effector sensitivity loci Tsn1, Tsc1

and Tsc2, and the four tan spot resistance loci Tsr2, Tsr3, Tsr4, and

Tsr5 are known to confer qualitative resistance (Faris et al. 2013).

Additionally, race-nonspecific QTL have been identified for TS re-

sistance (Kollers et al. 2014; Juliana et al. 2018).

Because new wheat varieties need to be resistant to multiple fungal

pathogens, it is of great interest whether simultaneously breeding for

resistance to PM, STB, and TS is feasible without taking into account

possible genetic interactions between resistance loci for these path-

ogens. So far, genetic studies in wheat have addressed the relationship

of genetic resistance to multiple diseases mainly within bi-parental

mapping populations and genome-wide association panels (Lillemo

et al. 2008; Gurung et al. 2012, 2014; Li et al. 2014; Jighly et al. 2016;

Juliana et al. 2018). Some describe genetic regions that are associated

with multiple disease resistances such as to leaf rust, stripe rust, and

PM (Li et al. 2014) or leaf rust, stripe rust, and TS (Juliana et al. 2018).

However, the absence of genetic relations (Gurung et al. 2014) and the

existence of antagonistic relations between different disease resis-

tances are also propagated (Brown and Rant 2013; Jighly et al. 2016).

Simultaneous genetic analysis of resistance to the important wheat

fungal diseases PM, STB, and TS at high genetic resolution, which

can be achieved using multiparental populations, is of interest for

resistance breeding. To address this, we carried outQTLmapping for

disease resistance to PM, STB, and TS using a winter wheat multi-

parent advanced generation intercross (MAGIC) population. The

population was constructed using eight founders, which differ in

susceptibility to the three target diseases. First, using phenotypic

data from MAGIC field trials at six sites over two seasons, we

undertook QTL analysis for resistance to PM, STB, TS, and the

agro-morphological traits plant height (PH), ear emergence time (EET),

and leaf angledistribution (LAD), using fourdifferent geneticmapping

approaches. Second, we analyzed coinciding QTL based on overlap of

support intervals, andexplored their relationships. Third,we identified

and discuss potential genes underlying the traits of interest, which can

serve as a starting point for further studies.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

Plant material and genetic map

An eight-founder MAGIC population of winter wheat (termed

the ‘BMWpop’) comprising 394 F6:8 lines was used (Stadlmeier

et al. 2018). The eight founders ‘Event,’ ‘BAYP4535,’ ‘Ambition,’

‘Firl3565,’ ‘Format,’ ‘Potenzial,’ ‘Bussard,’ and ‘Julius’ differed in

various agro-morphological and disease traits. A genetic linkage map

including 5435 single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) markers and a

functional marker for the powdery mildew resistance gene Pm3a was

used for QTL analyses (Stadlmeier et al. 2018).

Field trials and trait evaluations

Field trials for assessing reactions to PM, STB, and TSwere conducted

in Germany and Denmark during 2016 and 2017 (Table 1). The field

trial design in each year–location combination was an incomplete

block design with two replicates each. The trial at Roggenstein con-

sisted of plots 1.5 m · 3m in size with�1300 plants per plot. All other

locations used double rows containing�15 plants per row. Each trait

was assessed plotwise as the mean of all plants per plot. Thus, trait

evaluation is based on 1300 and 30 plants at Roggenstein and the

remaining locations, respectively. Founders, control varieties, and

checks differing in susceptibility were included with at least two rep-

licates each in all field trials except for Roggenstein. At Roggenstein

only founders were included. Fertilization and pest management,

except fungicide treatment, followed the standard agronomic

procedures at each location.
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Powdery mildew: Field trials were conducted in Germany during

2016 and 2017 (Table 1). In both years, powdery mildew infection

occurred naturally without the use of susceptible varieties as spreaders.

No fungicides were used before scoring time point for controlling other

fungal diseases. Whole-plot disease severity was scored from 1 (no

disease) to 9 (severe disease) according to the guidelines of the German

Seed Board (Bundessortenamt 2000, Mohler et al. 2013, Table S1) when

the ligule of the flag leaf was just visible (Feekes 9).

Septoria tritici blotch: TenM. graminicola single-spore isolates, col-

lected by the company EpiLogic GmbH (Freising, Germany) across

Germany in 2015, and two historical isolates BAZ 6/1/04 and BAZ 8/

8/04 (Risser et al. 2011), kindly provided by the Julius-Kühn-Institute

(Quedlinburg, Germany), were screened for strong isolate growth and

sporulation on media and virulence to all eight founders of BMWpop

at the seedling stage. Single spore isolates were cultivated on yeast-

glucose-malt agar (4 g yeast, 4 g malt, 4 g glucose, and 15 g agar per liter

of distilled water) for five to seven days under white and ultraviolet light

for 16 h at 20� and 8 h in darkness at 12� in an MLR-351 incubator

(Sanyo Electric Co., Osaka, Japan). These plates were used as starter

cultures for mass propagation in liquid yeast-glucose-malt medium

(4 g yeast, 4 gmalt, and 4 g glucose per liter of distilledwater) as described

in Risser et al. (2011). Fresh conidia of the isolates were concentrated

using a separating funnel. The conidia concentration was determined

using a Fuchs-Rosenthal hemocytometer (depth 0.2 mm; Laboroptik

GmbH, Friedrichsdorf, Germany). The inoculum concentration was

adjusted to 1x106 conidia/ml consisting of equal shares of the four

isolates St-SN-002, St-SN-004, BAZ 6/1/04, and BAZ 8/8/04. The in-

oculum was supplemented with 0.05% (v/v) Tween80. The BMWpop

for analysis of STB resistance was cultivated in Germany in 2016 and

2017 (Table 1). In 2016, two weeks before inoculation the fenpropi-

morph fungicide Corbel was applied preventively with a reduced spray

rate of 0.75 l per hectare. In 2017, seven days before inoculation a

reduced application rate of 0.5 l per hectare was applied. The fungicidal

activity of Corbel is against yellow and brown rust and powderymildew

(Anonymous 2018). The trials were artificially inoculatedwhen the sheath

of the flag leaf was completely grown out (Feekes 10-10.1). Inoculation

was carried out two times at one-week intervals with 660 l inoculum per

hectare during cloudy afternoons. An hour after the first inoculation, mist

irrigation was applied with a one-hour break for each two hours of irri-

gation from 8:00 AM to 6:00 PM for the duration of eleven days. Six weeks

after inoculation when the trait of interest showed a maximum of differ-

entiation within the population, disease development on the flag leaf was

assessed plotwise. Scoring was based on visually assessing the percentage

leaf area covered by lesions exhibiting pycnidia using a rating scale from

0% (no symptoms) to 100% (severe disease).

Tan spot: In 2016, a field trial was carried out at a location in Germany

where wheat after wheat was sown for over ten years with reduced tillage.

Two additional field experiments were conducted in Denmark and

Germany in the 2017 cropping season (Table 1). The experiments

in the second year were both inoculated with 50 g/m2 naturally

P. tritici-repentis infected straw. The spreading of this straw litter

took place in Denmark in December 2016 and in Germany inMarch

2017 when two to five leaves were unfolded (Feekes 1.2-1.5). In

2016 and 2017 in Germany, the fenpropimorph fungicide Corbel

was applied preventively with a reduced spray rate of 0.75 and

0.5 l per hectare, respectively, before Feekes growth stage 8. In

Denmark, the trial was treated with a reduced spray rate of 0.5 l

pyraclostrobin fungicide Comet 200 per hectare at Feekes growth

stage 7.1-7.4 to prevent the trial from rust infection. It is known

that the level of resistance to the strobilurins fungicides within the

P. tritici-repentis population is very high in the Danish test popu-

lation and therefore, the control of tan spot using Comet 200 has

to be considered as insignificant (Sierotzki et al. 2007). Two weeks

after the first symptoms appeared, the infection of the flag leaf was

visually assessed based on the percentage leaf area exhibiting brown

to black spots surrounded by necrotic and chlorotic areas using a rating

scale from 0% (no infestation) to 100% (severe disease).

Agro-morphological traits: The three agro-morphological traits, plant

height, ear emergence time, and leaf angle distribution, were assessed in

almost all trials (Table 1). PHwasmeasured in cm from ground level to

the top of the ears (excluding scurs) from Feekes developmental stage

11.3 to the end of cropping season. EET was recorded when half of the

ear emerged above the flag leaf ligule (Feekes 10.3) for half of all plants

per plot and converted into number of days after 1st May. The LAD

score combined the leaf angle between the stem and the proximal third

of the leaf and the overhanging of the distal part of the leaf. The

rating was carried out in odd numbers from 1 (erectophile, ,45�;

no overhanging) to 9 (planophile,.45�; overhanging) at anthesis

(Feekes 10.51-10.53).

Phenotypic data analysis

Outlying observations were identified within the raw phenotypic

datasets according to Grubbs (1950) and removed only under ob-

vious incorrect scoring or known problems with the specific plot.

Each year–location combination was treated as an individual test

environment (TE). All phenotypic data analysis were performed

using R/lme4 (Bates et al. 2014; R Development Core Team 2017).

The residuals of all traits in individual and across TEs were analyzed

with residual diagnostic plots. Phenotypic data analysis and repeat-

ability in individual TEs was based on a reduced model (equation 1)

without consideration of the TE and the genotype � TE interaction

effect. Phenotypic data across the TEs were adjusted based on the

following model:

yijkm ¼ mþ gi þ lj þ glij þ rkj þ bmkj þ eijkm: (1)

n Table 1 Overview of field trial environments and traits scored

Year Location GPSa Abbreviation Inoculation Traits scoredb

2016 Freising (DEU) 48�24’45.3”N 11�43’21.1”E 16FS1 Z. tritici conidia PH, EET, LAD, STB
2016 Freising (DEU) 48�24’01.8”N 11�42’46.4”E 16FS2 None PH, EET, LAD, TS
2016 Roggenstein (DEU) 48�10’51.9”N 11�19’07.3”E 16RG None PM
2017 Freising (DEU) 48�24’43.9”N 11�43’20.1”E 17FS1 Z. tritici conidia PH, EET, LAD, PM, STB
2017 Freising (DEU) 48�24’38.6”N 11�43’27.9”E 17FS2 P. tritici-repentis infected straw PH, EET, TS
2017 Slagelse (DNK) 55�25’06.9”N 11�22’54.7”E 17SL P. tritici-repentis infected straw PH, EET, LAD, TS
a
Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates.

b
Traits are plant height (PH), ear emergence time (EET), leaf angle distribution (LAD), septoria tritici blotch (STB), tan spot (TS), and powdery mildew (PM).
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where yijkm is the trait observation,m is the overall mean, gi is the fixed

effect of genotype i, lj is the random effect of TE j, glij is the random

interaction effect of genotype i with TE j, rkj is the random effect of

replication k nested within TE j, bmkj is the random effect of incom-

plete block m nested within replication k nested within TE j and eijkm
is the random residual error. To obtain variance components, the ge-

notype was fitted as random. The repeatability was the ratio of the

genotypic variance and the sum of the genotypic and residual error

variance. The heritability was estimated on an entry mean basis

according to Hallauer andMiranda (1981). The Pearson’s phenotypic

correlation between traits was calculated based on the adjusted means

across the TEs. Genotypic correlation coefficients were calculated in

PLABSTAT Version 3Awin (Utz 2011) using adjusted means from

common individual TEs and fitting genotype and TE as random.

QTL analysis

The adjusted means estimated in the individual TEs and in the com-

bined analysis across TEs represented the phenotypic input data for

QTL detection. The simple interval mapping (SIM) approach imple-

mented in the package mpMap V2.0.2 (Huang and George 2011) was

applied as the main QTL detection method (Figure 1). A subset of

2804 markers representing unique positions on the BMWpop genetic

map (Stadlmeier et al. 2018) was used in interval mapping. The QTL

mapping was based on founder probabilities computed using the

mpMap function ‘mpprob’ implemented in R/mpMap (Huang and

George 2011) at a threshold of 0.7. The function ‘mpIM’ was used

for interval mapping. QTL were detected at a genome-wide signifi-

cance threshold of a , 0.001. This threshold was derived from an

empirically null distribution with 1,000 simulation runs similar to

Churchill and Doerge (1994). All detected QTL were simultaneously

fitted in a full model using the function ‘fit.’ From this model fit, only

QTL were kept with a p-value, 0.10 and the full model was fitted

again to obtain the phenotypic variance explained (R2) and the

additive founder effects relative to ‘Julius.’ The QTL support in-

terval (SI) was determined as the map distance in cM surrounding

a QTL peak at a -log10(p) fall-off of 61.0. If QTL SIs overlapped,

QTL were declared coinciding QTL (cQTL). QTL detected in SIM

analysis were named following the recommendations for gene

symbolization in wheat (McIntosh et al. 2013). To determine the

physical position of eachQTL in the wheat reference genome assembly,

the sequence of the peak marker was used as a query against the

IWGSC RefSeq v1.0 genome assembly (International Wheat Genome

Sequencing Consortium 2018) using BLASTn analysis (Altschul et al.

1990). For composite interval mapping (CIM) (Figure 1), only linkage

groups found to be significant in SIMwere used. The CIM analysis was

based on a forward selection procedure using the Akaike information

criteria (Huang and George 2011). The number of selected cofactors

was set to the number of detected QTL in SIM.

Another QTL mapping approach, a single marker analysis similar

to Sannemann et al. (2015), was addressed to support the outcome of

simple interval mapping. For this approach, all 5436 available markers

were integrated. Generally, two different methods were used (Figure 1).

In the identical by state (IBS) method, a regression against the binary

allelic state (homozygote allele A, homozygote allele B) of each marker

was conducted and the additive effect of the minor allele was estimated.

In the identical by descent (IBD) method, a regression was conducted

against the founder probabilities of each marker. Founder probabilities

were calculated as stated above, and additive founder effects were esti-

mated relative to ‘Julius.’ In both single marker regression methods,

a random effect for MAGIC group assignment of each genotype was

included initially. When this term was not significant, it was excluded

from the final analysis. The derived p-values were corrected for multi-

ple testing according to Benjamini and Hochberg (1995). Marker-trait

associations (MTAs) were declared significant at a false discovery rate

(FDR) of 0.01. Adjacent significant SNPs on a linkage group were

assumed to represent the same QTL whenever the direction of ad-

ditive effects was the same. Further QTL on the same linkage group

were accepted when a MTA was at least 30 cM from another one.

The MTA with the most significant FDR value was chosen as the

QTL peak position. Finally, a full model including all detected QTL

was fitted to estimate the overall R2.

A QTL in SIM analysis was declared detected with other approaches

when the SIs overlapped.

Data availability statement

Genotypic data are publically available at http://doi.org/10.14459/

2018mp1435172. File Figure S1 contains the distribution of phe-

notypic data within test environments. File Figure S2 represents

the residual diagnostic plots of phenotypic data. File Figure S3

shows the density plots of adjusted means. Supplementary Table S1

shows the rating scale for PM. Supplementary Tables S2 and S3

represent the phenotypic data within and across test environments,

respectively. Supplementary Table S4 contains the correlation co-

efficients. Files Table S5-S8 show detailed mapping results for all

traits analyzed. Supplemental material available at Figshare: https://

doi.org/10.25387/g3.7862531.

RESULTS

Quantitative genetic analysis

The repeatability of trait measurements in the field trials ranged from

0.57 to 0.92 (Table 2). The correlation of the adjustedmeans (Table S2)

between TEs was significant (P, 0.001) for each trait (Table 2). The

highest values were observed for PH (0.93) and EET (0.84), while

for the remaining traits the correlations ranged from 0.28 (LAD) to

0.63 (STB). The severity of infection between the TEs differed sig-

nificantly at P , 0.05 for all three disease traits (Figure S1). The

residuals of the adjusted means across TE’s (Table S3) followed

approximately a normal distribution (Figure S2). Box-Cox and log

transformations were applied but did not improve the normality

Figure 1 Overview of the QTL detection methods
used.
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and homoscedasticity of the data. Therefore, untransformed data

was used for all analyses. The population mean was not significantly

different from the parental mean for all traits (Table 2). However,

transgressive segregation was identified for all traits except for STB

(Figure S3). The full range of reaction scores was found for PM and

STB compared to TS, for which the range was from 17 to 75% (Figure

S3). The genotypic and genotype � TE variance components were

significant at P , 0.01 for all traits in the combined analysis across

TEs (Table 2). The heritability estimates for PM, STB, TS, and LAD

were 0.64, 0.79, 0.70, and 0.77, respectively (Table 2); they were high

for PH and EET with 0.98 and 0.93, respectively. Phenotypic data for

STB was significantly correlated with PM and TS with 0.22 and 0.33,

respectively (Table S4). However, the latter two diseases did not

correlate phenotypically. PH and EET revealed significant negative

phenotypic and genotypic correlation coefficients with STB and

TS (Table S4). Although LAD showed no significant phenotypic

correlations, genotypic correlations with STB and TS were significant

with 0.32 and -0.20, respectively.

QTL mapping

SIM analysis of the disease and agro-morphological traits identified

22 and 15 QTL across TEs, respectively (Figure 2 and Table 3). The

number of detected QTL for individual traits was between three (PH)

and nine (TS). For each trait, the QTL collectively explained about

30% of the total phenotypic variance except for TS and PHwith a total

R2 value of 40.5% and 53.0%, respectively (Table 3). In general, all

mapping approaches explained comparable proportions of the phe-

notypic variance, although the IBS method always showed slightly

lower values. An overview of the QTL detection with SIM is shown

in Table 3 and detailed information including allelic effects and the

detection within single TEs is given in the Table S5. The results of

CIM, IBD, and IBS analysis are presented in Table S6, S7, and S8,

n Table 2 Estimates of the repeatability, the phenotypic correlation between test environments (TEs), the mean (6 SE) of the population,
the range of the population, the mean (6 SE) of the founders, the genetic, the genotype � TE interaction, and the residual variance
component (ŝ2

g , ŝ
2
gl, ŝ

2
e ), the heritability (

^
h
2
), and the number of test environments (No.TE) of the traits investigated

Traita No.TE Repeatability Cor(TEx,TEy)�� Mean(pop) Range(pop) Mean(found) ŝ
2
g
�

ŝ
2
gl
�

ŝ
2
e ĥ

2

PM 2 0.57, 0.75 0.56 2.8 6 0.08 0.6 - 7.7 2.5 6 0.53 1.6 1.2 1.2 0.64
STB 2 0.83, 0.85 0.63 38.8 6 0.88 8.5 - 91.5 36.8 6 9.30 253.2 104.4 68.0 0.79
TS 3 0.39 - 0.67 0.34 - 0.61 38.6 6 0.52 16.5 - 74.8 36.3 6 3.09 74.4 42.4 102.6 0.70
PH 5 0.85 - 0.92 0.87 - 0.93 94.9 6 0.42 72.3 - 113.4 90.3 6 2.45 82.1 3.9 9.0 0.98
EET 5 0.67 - 0.85 0.60 - 0.84 34.8 6 0.09 30.2 - 41.6 35.4 6 0.49 3.6 0.6 1.1 0.94
LAD 4 0.44 - 0.59 0.28 - 0.49 5.3 6 0.07 1.8 - 8.5 5.2 6 0.30 1.3 0.7 1.8 0.77
a
Powdery mildew (PM, score 1-9), septoria tritici blotch (STB, %), tan spot (TS, %), plant height (PH, cm), ear emergence time (EET, DaM), and leaf angle distribution
(LAD, score 1-9).

�Significant at P , 0.01.
��Significant at P , 0.001.

Figure 2 QTL detected in SIM analysis across test environments. The results are shown for the traits powdery mildew (PM), septoria tritici blotch
(STB), tan spot (TS), plant height (PH), ear emergence time (EET) and leaf angle distribution (LAD). The arrows indicate the exact localization on the
chromosome and the horizontal line above each arrow represents the support interval (SI) of the respective QTL. Overlapping QTL are labeled
using the same color. Gene assignments based on functional markers are indicated in black and gene assignments based on physical positions are
indicated in orange.
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respectively. The below-mentioned additive allelic effects are stated

relative to the founder ‘Julius’.

Powdery mildew: The QTL analysis of PM across TEs identified six

QTL, which were located on chromosomes 1A, 3D, 5A, 6B, 7A, and

7D (Figure 2 and Table 3). The most significant QTL QPm.lfl-1A

accounted for 9.4% of the phenotypic variance and coincided with

the functional marker for the Pm3a gene. The resistance allele was

contributed by the parent ‘BAYP4535’ which is the only founder

carrying this allele (Stadlmeier et al. 2018). Two other highly signif-

icant QTL on chromosomes 7A and 6B explained 12.8% and 6.7% of

the phenotypic variance, respectively. On chromosome 7A, the foun-

ders ‘Event’ and ‘Ambition’ and on chromosome 6B, the founder

‘Ambition’ decreased disease severity. Both QTL were identified by

all mapping approaches and in all TEs (Table S5-S8).

Septoria tritici blotch: Seven QTL controlling resistance to STB were

mapped to chromosomes 1A, 1B, 2B, 2D, and 4B in the analysis across

n Table 3 Summary of QTL detected in SIM analysis across test environments. Chromosome (Chr.), position (Pos.), support interval (SI),
-log(p) value, proportion of phenotypic variance explained (R2), and the number of TEs (No.TE) in which a QTL was detected are given.
Additionally, it is indicated whether QTL were also detected by composite interval mapping (CIM), identical by descent (IBD), and identical
by state (IBS) approaches

Traita QTL Chr. Pos. (cM) Pos (Mbp) SI (cM) -log(p) R2 b No.TE Method

PM [1-9] 31.5
QPm.lfl-1A 1A 3 – 2-3 6.4 9.4 1 CIM, IBD, IBS
QPm.lfl-3D 3D 137 570 128-137 1.9 4.8 — —

QPm.lfl-5A 5A 16 19 14-38 1.2 4.9 — —

QPm.lfl-6B 6B 227 710 211-230 4.4 6.7 2 CIM, IBD, IBS
QPm.lfl-7A 7A 382 730 379-384 5.2 12.8 2 CIM, IBD, IBS
QPm.lfl-7D 7D 19 – 12-22 1.0 5.3 — IBD

STB [%] 27.1
QStb.lfl-1A 1A 23 9 23-23 1.2 6.1 — IBD
QStb.lfl-1B 1B 347 690 341-356 2.2 5.9 1 CIM
QStb.lfl-2B.1 2B 94 57 86-94 1.1 5.3 1 IBD
QStb.lfl-2B.2 2B 181 440 155-188 1.2 4.7 1 —

QStb.lfl-2B.3 2B 243 700 222-254 3.5 6.3 2 CIM, IBD, IBS
QStb.lfl-2D 2D 20 10 20-20 5.4 8.5 2 CIM, IBD, IBS
QStb.lfl-4B 4B 31 24 27-43 1.5 4.3 — —

TS [%] 40.5
QTs.lfl-1A 1A 23 9 23-23 5.1 6.8 — CIM, IBD
QTs.lfl-2A 2A 90 71 83-94 4.7 6.6 1 CIM, IBD, IBS
QTs.lfl-2B 2B 151 130 135-157 3.9 4.6 — IBD
QTs.lfl-2D 2D 160 640 160-160 4.5 6.7 2 IBD, IBS
QTs.lfl-3D 3D 82 210 81-88 4.4 7.1 2 CIM, IBD
QTs.lfl-4B 4B 170 600 117-175 1.6 5.2 — IBD
QTs.lfl-5B 5B 28 41 28-31 2.5 5.0 — IBD, IBS
QTs.lfl-7A.1 7A 148 130 148-151 3.5 10.6 2 CIM, IBD, IBS
QTs.lfl-7A.2 7A 371 710 366-373 3.5 4.5 — —

PH [cm] 53.0
QHt.lfl-4B 4B 80 63 68-90 N 9.2 5 CIM, IBD, IBS
QHt.lfl-4D 4D 27 – 27-27 N 33.6 5 CIM, IBD, IBS
QHt.lfl-6A 6A 130 450 130-130 10.8 12.6 2 IBD, IBS

EET [DaM] 0 25.9
QEet.lfl-3A 3A 230 650 213-230 4.2 8.8 5 CIM, IBD, IBS
QEet.lfl-4A 4A 80 560 67-89 1.9 5.2 1 —

QEet.lfl-5A 5A 182 550 180-185 3.5 7.6 4 CIM, IBD, IBS
QEet.lfl-5B 5B 273 690 268-276 1.5 5.7 1 —

QEet.lfl-6A 6A 251 600 250-252 2.9 5.0 1 IBS
QEet.lfl-7A 7A 99 85 87-122 2.0 5.5 3 IBD

LAD [1-9] 32.3
QLad.lfl-2B.1 2B 92 53 92-100 1.4 5.8 — —

QLad.lfl-2B.2 2B 174 190 167-180 9.0 14.4 2 CIM, IBD, IBS
QLad.lfl-2D 2D 166 640 164-167 3.7 5.6 1 CIM, IBD, IBS
QLad.lfl-4B 4B 80 90 70-89 2.5 6.4 1 IBD, IBS
QLad.lfl-6A 6A 40 19 36-46 4.7 6.6 1 CIM, IBD
QLad.lfl-7D 7D 160 600 160-163 2.3 4.6 1 —

a
Powdery mildew (PM), septoria tritici blotch (STB), tan spot (TS), plant height (PH), ear emergence time (EET), and leaf angle distribution (LAD).

b
For each trait, the explained phenotypic variance of the model fitting all detected QTL simultaneously is given in bold values above the individual R2 values for each
QTL.

- No marker sequence for BLASTn query was available.
— QTL in no test environment or with no other method detected.
N P-value is zero.
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TEs (Figure 2 and Table 3). The twomost significant QTLQStb.lfl-2B.3

and QStb.lfl-2D, which were identified in all TEs and with all detection

methods (Table S5-S8), explained 8.5% and 6.3% of the phenotypic

variance, respectively (Table 3). AtQStb.lfl-2B.3, the alleles of the foun-

ders ‘Ambition’ and ‘Firl3565’ decreased disease severity by 10.1% and

14.1%, respectively (Table S5). The ‘Format’ allele at QStb.lfl-2D in-

creased disease severity by 10.1% (Table S5). The threeQTLQStb.lfl-1B,

QStb.lfl-2B.1, andQStb.lfl-2B.2were detected additionally to the com-

bined analysis across environments in one of two TEs (Table S5). The

peak marker of QStb.lfl-2B.1 corresponded to a functional marker

diagnostic for the late-heading allele at the photoperiod response

gene, Photoperiod-B1 (Ppd-B1).

Tan spot: For TS, nine QTL across environments were detected on

chromosomes 1A, 2A, 2B, 2D, 3D, 4B, 5B, and7A(Figure 2 andTable3).

The most significant QTL QTs.lfl-1A explained 6.8% of the phenotypic

variation for this trait. The ‘Bussard’ allele increased TS infestation

by 14.1% at this locus (Table S5). The QTL QTs.lfl-7A.1, QTs.lfl-3D,

and QTs.lfl-2D also explained high proportions of the phenotypic

variance of 10.6%, 7.1%, and 6.7%, respectively. These QTL were iden-

tified using several mapping approaches, and in two of three TEs each

(Table 3 and Table S5-S8). The QTL QTs.lfl-2A on chromosome 2A

explained 6.6% of the phenotypic variance and was mapped across

TEs by all analysis methods and in one of three TEs (Table S5-S8).

Agro-morphological traits: Three PH QTL were identified on chro-

mosomes 4B, 4D, and 6A (Figure 2 and Table 3). The two most signif-

icant QTL, QHt.lfl-4D and QHt.lfl-4B, explained 33.6% and 9.2% of

the phenotypic variance, respectively (Table 3). The SIs of QHt.lfl-4D

and QHt.lfl-4B coincided with the dwarfing genes Reduced height-D1

(Rht-D1) and Rht-B1, respectively. The effects of the founders

‘BAYP4535,’ ‘Firl3565,’ ‘Format,’ and ‘Bussard,’ all carriers of the wild-

type Rht-D1a allele, increased PH by up to 29 cm. The mildly dwarf-

ing Rht-B1b allele possessed by ‘BAYP4535’ decreased PH by 9.9 cm

(Table S5). The QTL QHt.lfl-6A was also highly significant and

explained 12.6% of the phenotypic variation for this trait. Alleles

from ‘Ambition’ and ‘Potenzial’ decreased PH by more than 9 cm at

this QTL (Table S5).

The QTL analysis for EET detected six QTL on chromosomes 3A,

4A, 5A, 5B, 6A, and 7A (Figure 2 and Table 3). The two most signif-

icant QTL, QEet.lfl-3A and QEet.lfl-5A, explained 8.8% and 7.6% of

the phenotypic variance, respectively. They were mapped with all ap-

proaches and in almost all TEs (Table S5-S8). QEet.lfl-3A alleles from

‘Format,’ ‘Firl3565,’ and ‘Ambition’ delayed EET by up to 1.6 days,

while at QEet.lfl-5A the ‘Bussard,’ ‘Potenzial,’ and ‘BAYP4535’ alleles

delayed EET by up to 1.5 days (Table S5). The QTL QEet.lfl-7A was

observed in three of five TEs, explaining 5.5% of the phenotypic

variance (Table 3 and Table S5).

Six QTL controlling LAD were identified on chromosomes 2B, 2D,

4B, 6A, and 7D (Figure 2 and Table 3). The most significant QTL

QLad.lfl-2B.2 explained 14.4% of the phenotypic variation and was

identified by all methods (Table 3 and Table S5-S8). The ‘Event’ allele

at this locus was associated with a more erectophile LAD (Table S5).

The QTL QLad.lfl-2D, which explained 5.6% of the phenotypic vari-

ance, was also observed by all mapping approaches (Table 3 and Table

S5-S8). The allele, which was associated with a more erectophile LAD,

originated from ‘Bussard’ and showed an effect of 2.3 grades (Table S5).

Coinciding QTL

In total, five cQTL were identified on chromosomes 1A, 2B, and 4B

(Figure 2). Two QTL overlaps each were detected for STB – TS and

STB – LAD. One QTL overlap was observed on chromosome 4B for

PH and LAD. The perfect overlap of QStb.lfl-1A and QTs.lfl-1A on

chromosome 1Awas pinpointed to 23 cM of the genetic map (Table 3).

The ‘Bussard’ allele increased both STB and TS severity by 11.6% and

14.1%, respectively. The allelic effects of the remaining parents were

not clearly opposite, except for the founder ‘Event’ (Table S5). The

second cQTL between STB and TS was located on chromosome 2B.

QStb.lfl-2B.2 and QTs.lfl-2B showed just a small overlap of 2 cM and

the respective peak markers were located 30 cM away from each other

(Table 3). The alleles of ‘BAYP4535’ and ‘Ambition’ decreased both

STB and TS severity by up to 6.1% and 10.8%, respectively. However,

the alleles of the founders ‘Event’ and ‘Potenzial’ showed strong op-

posite effects with a difference of over 20% for the two diseases (Table

S5). On chromosome 2B, an overlap between the already mentioned

QTL QStb-lfl.2B.2 for STB and the QTL QLad.lfl-2B.2 for LAD was

present. The SI of the LAD QTL with a size of 13 cM was completely

embedded in the other one (Table 3). Especially the allelic effects of

‘Event’ revealed that a decrease in STB infestation came along with a

more erectophile LAD but also the effects of the parents ‘Ambition,’

‘Potenzial,’ and ‘Bussard,’ showed this behavior (Table S5). A second

cQTL for STB and LAD was identified on the short arm of chromo-

some 2B, and coincides with the location of the major photoperiod

response locus Ppd-B1. Although there was just a small overlap of

2 cM between QStb.lfl-2B.1 and QLad.lfl-2B.1, the peak markers were

located just 2 cM away from each other (Table 3). Despite this fact,

the allelic effects showed no clear relational pattern of STB and LAD

(Table S5). A further cQTL was located on chromosome 4B for PH

and LAD. The SI of QLad.lfl-4B completely overlapped with the SI

of QHt.lfl-4B. The allele of the founder ‘BAYP4535’, which is carrier

of the Rht-B1b dwarfing allele, reduced height and was associated

with a more planophile LAD. The alleles of the other parents showed

no distinct relations (Table S5).

DISCUSSION

Field trials

In total, six field trials for the three diseases PM, STB, and TS were

conducted. Except for the trial 17FS1, in each trial, a single disease

was assessed and additional infections with other leaf diseases were not

observed. In 17FS1 PM and STB were scored in the same field exper-

iment but at different times. After scoring PM and several days before

inoculationwith STB, a fungicide againstPMwas applied.AlthoughPM

was scored in the STB trial in 2017, no genotype was so heavily infected

that individual plants died before STB infestation. However, it appears

unlikely that PM infestation had an influence on STB disease develop-

ment, as the phenotypic correlation between PM scored in 16RG and

STBscored in16FS1and17FS1wassimilarwith0.14and0.12, respectively.

In addition, the correlation between PM scored in 17FS1 and STB

scored in 16FS1 and 17FS1 was similar at 0.23 and 0.19, respectively.

Comparison of applied QTL mapping approaches

In parallel with the development of multiparental population designs,

appropriate statistical methods have also been developed to analyze

such populations accurately. In addition to advanced mixed linear

model approaches for genome-wide associationmapping (Bandillo

et al. 2013; Sannemann et al. 2015), various software packages for

interval mapping such as R/HAPPY (Mott et al. 2000), R/mpMap

(Huang and George 2011), R/mpwgaim (Verbyla et al. 2014), and R/qtl2

(Broman et al. 2019) are now available. Zhang et al. (2017) introduced

a two-stage QTL mapping strategy for four-way crosses to control the

background genetic variation.
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We mapped QTL with the single marker regression methods IBD

and IBS and with the interval mapping approaches SIM and CIM

implemented in R/mpMap (Figure 1). Although the statistical power

of CIM is stronger than of SIM, we chose to use SIM as the main QTL

detection method as cofactor selection in CIM remains challenging

(Li et al. 2007; Wei and Xu 2016). We tried to counteract this issue

by including only significant linkage groups of SIM in CIM and by

setting the number of cofactors equal to the number of detected QTL

in SIM. Our results (Table S6) suggest that this methodology is robust

and can deal with this issue although it may result in missing of QTL

only detectable in CIM.

The total number of QTL mapped with the different approaches

strongly variedwith the trait. An increasednumber ofQTL forTS (IBS:

17, IBD: 23) and a reduced number of QTL for PM (IBS: 3, IBD: 5) and

STB (IBS: 3, IBD: 5) were detected in single marker analysis compared

to interval mapping. The IBS method identified 49% and 52% and the

IBDmethod 70% and 68% of the SIM and CIMQTL, respectively. It is

known that multiple testing increases the probability of detecting false

positives when the statistical significance is not adjusted properly. For

IBS and IBD method, we chose a FDR of 0.01 for all traits of interest.

Therefore, our results indicate that a trait-specific significance thresh-

old that accounts for the genetic architecture of the respective trait

would have been more appropriate for IBS and IBD mapping.

The SIs of IBS and both interval mapping approaches were com-

parable (as measured in cM), whereas the SIs of IBD were generally

longer (Table S7). For the single marker analysis, greater SIs were

similarly detected by Sannemann et al. (2015) when using haplotype

probabilities instead of the allelic state. They suggested that this is due

to the haplotype blocks that expand over a genetic distance of several

cM. These results indicate that IBD SIs might remain larger, until

small haplotype blocks are generated by the mating design and the

statistical methods used.

In general, the estimated effects based on founder probabilities were

greater than the estimates based on the allelic state. This observation has

previously been noted in a barley MAGIC population using a mixed

linear model approach with an incorporated multi-locus procedure

(Sannemann et al. 2015). In addition, we found out that the additive

effects in linkage analyses are generally stronger than in IBD. As an

example, at QHt.lfl-4D, the difference of the additive effects of PH

between the two most contrasting parents ‘Event’ and ‘Firl3565’ was

31.7 cm, 32.3 cm, 26.5 cm, and 12.5 cm for SIM, CIM, IBD, and IBS,

respectively (Table S5-S8). This raises the question whether the effects

estimated using IBD are underestimated, or whether the effects of the

linkage analysis are overestimated. Linkage analysis in bi-parental

populations provides an unbiased estimate of the QTL effect com-

pared to single-point analysis due to simultaneously analyzed linked

markers (Lander and Botstein 1986). Therefore, it is more likely that

the additive effects of interval mapping in MAGIC designs are un-

biased, and that the haplotype-based founder probabilities are insuf-

ficient for estimating unbiased QTL effects in single-point analyses.

Despite the weaknesses of eachmethod, strong and environmentally

stable QTL were in most instances mapped with all approaches used

here. This indicates that the combined use of these different methods

may act as a tool to find robust QTL.

Strength and weakness of multiparental populations in
QTL mapping

MAGIC designs are characterized by a high number of recombination

events due to several rounds of inter-crossing (Kover et al. 2009; Cockram

and Mackay 2018; Stadlmeier et al. 2018). Therefore, the proba-

bility of recombination between linked genetic loci is increased

(Holland 2015). Smaller linkage blocks lead to higher accuracy and

smaller SIs in linkage mapping (Li et al. 2005). In this study, 38% of

the detected QTL in SIM and 60% of the QTL mapped in CIM showed

SIs # 5 cM. QTL results of other advanced intermated populations

support our findings (Balint-Kurti et al. 2007; Huang et al. 2010).

However, some QTL studies in bi-parental mapping populations also

reported small SIs (0-20 cM) (Windju et al. 2017; Ren et al. 2017;

Jia et al. 2018). Additionally, higher recombination rates have been

suggested to break the linkage of two small-effect QTL, which sub-

sequently may complicate their detection individually (Huang et al.

2010). Despite this potential drawback of MAGIC populations, we

were able to map QTL with , 5% of the explained phenotypic var-

iance and minor additive effects such as QPm.lfl-5A, QTs.lfl-2A, and

QTs.lfl-2B in addition to large QTL with high R2 values and high

additive effects (Table 3 and Table S5). A QTL study analyzing seed

size and seed number using Arabidopsis thaliana MAGIC lines also

did not observe reduced ability to detect small effect QTL (Gnan et al.

2014). Another concern stated about the statistical power of linkage

mapping in MAGIC is related to a possible decrease in the number of

QTL detectable due to the complex genetic background (Keurentjes

et al. 2011). Some studies using multiparental populations detected

fewer QTL compared to linkage analysis in bi-parental populations

for the same trait (Kover et al. 2009; Huang et al. 2011). However,

other studies have found no differences in the number of QTL de-

tected (Gnan et al. 2014). Other studies have reported the detection of

new QTL, likely due to the increased genetic variation introduced by

several founders (Sannemann et al. 2015; Pascual et al. 2015). For the

three diseases PM, STB, and TS, we mapped six, seven and nine QTL

using SIM, respectively, and a slightly lower number using CIM. The

QTL number for each trait is comparable to bi-parental linkage anal-

yses that reported in the most cases 2-6 QTL for PM (Chantret et al.

2001; Börner et al. 2002; Bougot et al. 2006; Qu et al. 2018), 3-10 QTL

for STB (Eriksen et al. 2003; Risser et al. 2011; Tabib Ghaffary et al.

2012; Naz et al. 2015; Adhikari et al. 2015) and 3-7 QTL for TS

(Friesen and Faris 2004; Faris and Friesen 2005; Chu et al. 2008,

2010; Zwart et al. 2010). One study for a segregating wheat x spelt

population described eleven QTL for PM but this was because of

using a population constructed from a cross between two subspe-

cies (Keller et al. 1999). In addition, the number of QTL for PH

(3 in SIM and CIM) and EET (6 in SIM and 5 in CIM) was similar to

other studies (Börner et al. 2002; Klahr et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2008;

Bai et al. 2013). For LAD, no comparison was possible, as this trait has

not been widely studied in wheat. Based on these results, we did not

find a reduction in power for detecting QTL in multiparental pop-

ulations. However, especially for PM and STB, we observed a partially

strongly reduced proportion of the total explained phenotypic

variance of up to 50% compared to the total R2 value in bi-parental

populations. This could not be explained by the number of detected

QTL as it was similar between the studies (Chantret et al. 2001;

Eriksen et al. 2003; Friesen and Faris 2004; Li et al. 2005; Bougot et al.

2006; Risser et al. 2011). R2 values depend on both the phenotypic

variance, and on the genetic variance. The genetic variance is a func-

tion of the QTL effect and the allele frequency of the QTL (Falconer

andMackay 1996). Simulation studies demonstrated that a lowminor

allele frequency decreases the estimated proportion of the explained

phenotypic variance of a QTL independently from the true R2 value,

given that the QTL effect is constant (Uemoto et al. 2015). Unlike

the case in bi-parental populations, there is a higher probability

for markers of lower minor allele frequencies in MAGIC designs.

In the extreme case, only one founder contributes a specific allele

to the population, which leads to a minor allele frequency of 1/8 in an
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eight-founderMAGIC design. This may be responsible for the decreased

explained phenotypic variances observed inmultiparent crosses. There-

fore, it seems obvious that mapping rare QTL variants combined

with small effects will be more challenging in MAGIC populations

(Kover et al. 2009).

Identification of candidate genes and multitrait loci

To find out whether the QTL detected in this study possibly represent

known genes and genetic loci, the physical positions of the QTL peak

markers in BMWpop and the markers linked to mapped genes were

compared (Figure 2).

QPm.lfl-7D was mapped to the same genetic region as the multi-

resistance gene Lr34/Yr18/Sr57/Pm38. However, the QTL peak marker

was located 34Mbp distal to the race non-specific geneLr34 (Krattinger

et al. 2009). However, it is likely that QPm.lfl-7D corresponds to the

gene Lr34: first, based on parental information (Serfling et al. 2011),

we know that the parent ‘Potenzial’ possesses this gene, and second,

QPm.lfl-7Dwas not mapped in seedling stage (Stadlmeier et al. 2018).

This is in agreement with the fact that Lr34 is classified as an adult

plant resistance gene. QPm.lfl-7A was mapped on the long arm of

chromosome 7A. In this region, a number of PM resistance loci have

been previously mapped (Ouyang et al. 2014). QPm.lfl-7A was phys-

ically located between the two markers Xwmc525 and Xcdo347. The

QTL was 12 Mbp distal to the marker Xwmc525 and 1 Mbp proximal

to the marker Xcdo347. The latter is linked to the gene Pm1 that is

associated with the Lr20/Sr15/Rlnn1multi-resistance locus (Jayatilake

et al. 2013; Ouyang et al. 2014). Based on the physical localization, it is

likely that QPm.lfl-7A represents the Pm1 gene. The QPm.lfl-6B peak

marker was located 6 Mbp distal from the marker Xbarc134, which

is linked to the race-specific resistance gene Pm54 (Hao et al. 2015).

The gene was recently described in the common winter wheat va-

riety ‘AGS 2000’ as an all-stage resistance gene (Hao et al. 2015).

Besides the PmG3M gene which, however, originated from T. dicoc-

coides (Xie et al. 2012), no additional PM genes are known in this

region. Therefore, it is likely that the QTL represents the Pm54 gene,

particularly as QPm.lfl-6B was also mapped at the seedling stage

(Stadlmeier et al. 2018).

The STB QTL QStb.lfl-2B.3 on the long arm of chromosome 2B

was mapped to the same genetic region as the Stb9 gene. The QTL was

physically mapped 61 Mbp proximal to the marker Xwmc317 that is

linked to the Stb9 gene (Chartrain et al. 2009). This gene was reported

to be active at the seedling stage. As we selected our isolates regarding

the absence of seedling resistance,QStb.lfl-2B.3 is assumed to represent

an adult plant stage resistance locus and not Stb9. Our QTL was located

14 Mbp distal and 29 Mpb proximal to two other QTL described in

literature for field resistance to STB (Eriksen et al. 2003; Miedaner et al.

2012). The proximal QTLwas shown to be active only at the adult plant

stage. Therefore, it appears that some way proximal of the seedling

resistance gene Stb9, an adult plant stage resistance locus exists.

On the short arm of chromosome 2B, QTs.lfl-2B and the toxin

insensitive locus Tsc2 were located in the distal region (Faris et al.

2013). However, tsc2 does not segregate in the population, as all

founders of BMWpop are insensitive to ToxB (data not shown).

However, it has been suggested that adjacent to Tsc2, another gene

conferring resistance to several races of P. tritici-repentis might

be present (Li et al. 2011). Based on the physical map positions, we

conclude that this novel gene is located about 100 Mbp proximal to

Tsc2. The qualitative TS resistance gene Tsr3 on the short arm of

chromosome 3D is located distal to the marker Xbarc42 (Tadesse

et al. 2007). QTs.lfl-3D was mapped 300 Mbp distal to this marker.

Although the physical distance is large, it is still conceivable that

the QTL corresponds to Tsr3 as Xbarc42 is not closely linked to

that gene (Tadesse et al. 2007) and the genetic region is considered to

possess a very low recombination rate. The ToxC effector insensitivity

locus Tsc1 is located very distal on the short arm of chromosome 1A

(Faris et al. 2013), where QTs.lfl-1A was also mapped. A comparison

based on physical position was not possible due to the lack of publi-

cally available sequences for the markers linked to Tsc1. However, it

could be viewed as unlikely thatQTs.lfl-1A corresponds to Tsc1 as the

QTL perfectly overlaps with QStb.lfl-1A and it has not been reported

yet that Z. tritici produces the necrotrophic toxin ToxC.

Würschum et al. (2017) reported that almost all markers that

have been significantly associated with the reduced-height gene

Rht24 have been located in the physical region between 400 and

450 Mbp on chromosome 6A. Our PH QTL on chromosome 6A was

mapped to 452Mbp, indicating thatQHt.lfl-6A corresponds to Rht24.

The frost-tolerance loci Fr-A1 and Fr-A2 span a distance of 74Mbp

on chromosome 5A (McIntosh et al. 2013). The EETQTLQEet.lfl-5A

was located in the center of this interval. Furthermore, only 1 Mbp

distal to Fr-A1 the vernalization locus Vrn-A1 is located. Although

functional markers showed that the BMWpop is monomorphic for

the Vrn-A1 allele, the Vrn-A1 locus can still be considered as a can-

didate locus for QEet.lfl-5A. It was shown that copy number variation

of Vrn-A1 controls flowering time in winter varieties (Díaz et al. 2012).

Therefore, it is likely that QEet.lfl-5A represents one of these three

loci. On chromosome 5B, QEet.lfl-5B was located in the same ge-

netic region as the vernalization gene Vrn-B1 but 115 Mbp distal

(Yan et al. 2003). However, winter wheat varieties normally carry

homozygote recessive ‘winter’ alleles at the Vrn loci (Stelmakh 1987;

Watson-Haigh et al. 2018). The closely linked flowering pathway gene

PHYTOCHROME C (PHYC) has been shown via studies of artificial

mutants in the tetraploid wheat T. durum to play a role in the control

of flowering time (Chen et al. 2014). Therefore, it is uncertain whether

QEet.lfl-5B corresponds to theVrn-B1 gene, or to another linked locus

such as PHYC.

On chromosome 2B, three QTL for STB were mapped. However,

QStb.lfl-2B.1 and QStb.lfl-2B.2 appear to represent resistance loci

conditioned by leaf morphology because both overlapped with QTL

for LAD. A relationship of LAD and STB could be expected since

spray inoculation took place from the top of the canopy. It is already

known that morphological traits such as PH and EET can be linked to

STB resistance QTL (Eriksen et al. 2003). Besides the two aforemen-

tioned QTL, no further cQTL between disease and agro-morphological

traits were detected, despite the fact that PH and EET were significantly

correlated with STB and TS. However, we can assume thatQStb.lfl-2B.1

represents a resistance locus mainly conditioned, beside the leaf

morphology, by heading date, as the peak marker is a functional

marker for the major photoperiod response gene, Ppd-B1. Although

this locus was segregating in the population, it was not possible to

detect a QTL for EET in this region in the analysis across TEs. Ppd-B1

was only mapped in the TE 16FS1 as a QTL for EET. This may be

explained by the significant genotype � environment interaction.

Two genetic regions on the short arm of chromosome 1A (1AS) and

the long arm of chromosome 7A (7AL) were identified to be associated

with all three diseases. On chromosome 1A, the QTL for STB and TS

showed a perfect overlap and the PM QTL was about 5 Mbp distally

located. Based on the additive effects of the founders, a higher level

of resistance to PM came along with a higher level of resistance to

both necrotrophic diseases. On chromosome 7AL, the peakmarker for

QPm.lfl-7A was mapped 14 Mbp distal toQTs.lfl-7A.2. In the analysis

across TEs, no QTL for STB was detected. However, in the TE 16FS1

a QTL for STB was mapped 5 Mbp distal to QPm.lfl-7A. While the
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founder effects for PM and STB showed a similar trend, the effects for

TS were antagonistic. This implies that the genetic region on chro-

mosome 7AL simultaneously confers resistance to PM and STB and

susceptibility to TS.

Recombinant inbred lines,whichare selfed toaround theF5generation,

are valuable resources for developing heterogeneous inbred families

(HIFs; Tuinstra et al. 1997). HIFs are characterized by a high identical

genetic background combined with a different genetic constitution

at the genomic region of interest. Pairs of progenies of such a family,

which carry contrasting alleles at a target QTL, serve as a tool for an

accurate investigation of the effects of these alleles. Additionally, crossing

such pairs of progeny together in order to generate genetic recombi-

nation within the target QTL interval can be used to narrow the QTL

target region to resolutions that may enable identification of the

underlying gene and genetic variant. Accordingly, the future de-

velopment of HIFs for QTL identified in this study will allow the

precise phenotypic and molecular investigations of Mendalized QTL

to be undertaken.

In summary, we validated the BMWpop MAGIC population as

valuable plant genetic resource to investigate the genetic relations be-

tween various traits within a single population.We identified two genetic

regions on chromosome 1AS and 7AL, which are associated with all

three diseases. We conclude that parallel breeding for resistance to PM,

STB, and TS appears feasible, although specific genetic regions such as on

chromosomes and 7AL with contrasting effects for the different diseases

should be kept in mind.
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